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THE CRESSET

In Luce Tua

By DON A. AFFELDT

Comment on Current Issues

The Calley Commotion
What does one make of the fact that on one day a man
is found guilty of the multiple murder of other human
beings, and sentenced to life imprisonment for his offense, and on the next day the President of the United
States himself directs the prisoner's release from the
stockade, and the Governor of the State of Indiana orders
flags on all public buildings flown at half-staff to protest
the verdict?
One could perhaps understand this bizarre chain of
events if there were the slightest evidence that the convicted man , Lieutenant William Calley, was innocent
of the crimes for which he had been convicted. But no
one suggests that Calley did not do what he was convicted of doing; indeed, the evidence indicates that he
killed a good many more people than the Court sentenced
him for. Neither the fact of the massacre at My Lai nor
Calley's direct, knowing involvement in it is disputed.
What, then, can have caused the President's unprecedented action and the Governor's extraordinary edict?
One simple explanation is that both Mr. Nixon and
Mr. Whitcomb are politicians, and both of them saw in
the Calley conviction an opportunity for political gain.
Apparently millions of people in this country are deeply
disturbed that Calley was tried in the first place, let alone
convicted of murder. Politicians, seeing in the widespread dissatisfaction with the Calley affair a ripe opportunity for quick, cheap, political dividends , can
hardly be faulted for moving in quickly to score their
points.
Politicians, after all , feed on the carrion of human
misfortune, and Nixon and Whitcomb wanted a piece
of the Calley action, as they say. And what these men
produced in response to the conviction hardly will edify
the conscience of the nation or inspire its citizens. Both
acts will win votes; each act is distasteful , dispiriting,
and irresponsible.
Nixon's intervention was certainly not required to
secure Calley's releaKe from the stockade pending a full
review of his case. It is customary to grant such a release as a matter of course, particularly when, as in the
Calley case, the prisoner was not confined to the stockade
prior to or during his trial. Thus Calley would doubtMay, 1971

less have been released without Nixon's directive; and
Nixon himself certainly knew this. Yet he chose to involve
himself directly at this fairly early stage of the proceedings. The fact that Nixon is currently in great political
trouble obviously helps to explain his gratuitous act.
Whitcomb's order to lower Indiana's flags in protest
to the verdict is perhaps more clearly objectionable
than Nixon's eager involvement in the Calley proceedings. A lowering of the flag to half-staff typically
signifies mourning, not protest. And Calley's conviction
is hardly to be mourned. His acts of outrage against
the Vietnamese people are what deserve to be mournedand protested, too , for that matter.
Even if Whitcomb wanted to protest the conviction,
it hardly seems proper for him to express his views by
manipulating the flag-height all over the state. The
American flag on a public building is a symbol of the
nation, and the property of the people. If Whitcomb
was incensed at the Calley verdict, he might well have
lowered his own flag as a gesture of shame for the nation.
But to use his executive power to express his private
sentiments strikes one as an abuse of his office, especially since Calley was tried, convicted, and sentenced fully
in keeping with the provisions of the Uniform Code
of Military Justice-one of the defining documents of
the American tradition.
There is another, more murky, explanation that might
be offered for Nixon's and Whitcomb's actions. Whitcomb put the point rather nicely himself, saying: "I
might tell you that I, myself, participated in bombing
and strafing of open cities, with B-25 bombers where
we went down the streets of cities and with eight 50caliber maching guns blazing from the wingtips and
dropping para-frag bombs on cities of men, women, and
children, in China. In this regard, I may be as guilty
as William Calley at this moment."
If Calley is guilty, Whitcomb argues, then Whitcomb
is probably guilty too. But Whitcomb doesn'tfeel guilty;
so he isn't guilty. And if Whitcomb isn't guilty, then
Calley isn't either. An interesting argument, and one
which might very well have led Whitcomb to vigorously protest the Calley verdict. For in finding Calley guilty,
the Court was (indirectly) judging Whitcomb guilty.
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Consistency and Empathy and Justice

A similar argument could be constructed with respect
to Mr. Nixon. Mr. Nixon bears his share of responsibility for the specific acts of American combatants in
that war effort. The Court, in judging Calley's act morally and legally reprehensible, implicitly judges all acts
such as Calley's to be deserving of death or life imprisoment. We may suppose that there have been many such
acts in Vietnam; and we may suppose that Nixon knows
about some of them, and knows too that such acts will
continue as long as American troops are in Southeast
Asia. To the extent, then, that he bears responsibility
for these acts, to that extent the Calley Court is judging
Mr. Nixon.
There is no possibility that Mr. Nixon , or any other
President, will ever be found legally liable for the unjustified carnage - by B-52 or M-1 - witnessed in the
Vietnam war. But we all know that legal liability is not
the only judgment of our peers to be feared . The Calley
verdict stands as an invitation to such judgments. Mr.
Nixon must know that the chain of judgments the verdict sanctions will track back straight to the Oval Office.
His gesture on Calley's behalf may well be an effort to
forestall such judgments - for none of the judgments
the Calley verdict encourages are flattering to Mr.
Nixon.
There is a third explanation for Nixon and Whitcomb's
reaction to the Calley verdict which may be worth considering. That explanation would see their view as
more or less typical of the views of the millions of people
in this country who seem so upset by the trial and the
verdict, and would construe their actions as being the
most appropriate way, under the circumstances, for
them to indicate to the American public their agreement
with the views of a sizable segment of that public. On
this analysis it becomes necessary to speculate on the
reasons why so many Americans are greatly disturbed
by the trial and the verdict.
There are, of course, many aspects of the Calley affair
which might lead people to disapprove of Calley's trial,
conviction, and sentence. This is shown by the fact that
elements of the populace otherwise radically divergent in their views have joined in a common negative
reacti@n to the Calley Court's judgment. Hawk and
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Dove, young and old, soldier and civilian, radical and
conservative have found common cause in deploring
the Calley verdict.
Some elements of this response have already been
well-aired: the sense that Calley is a scapegoat for the
sins of more highly placed officers; the suspicion that if
the press had not gotten hold of the My Lai facts, Calley
would never have been brought to trial; the view that
. punishing Calley will undermine military discipline to
the point of imperiling the national defense; the conviction that once one goes to war, the normal rules of moral
and legal liability are suspended; the lively possibility
that the My Lai trials will only serve to obscure the
larger atrocity which just is our involvement in Vietnam
in the first place.
There is, however, another source of discomfort at
the Calley proceedings - less easily stated and explored
than those usually cited, but for all of that, no less responsible for the astonishing reaction of the nation to
the verdict.
Our ordinary concept of justice involves some intuition of a principle of fairness. This principle has two
main thrusts: One should treat like things in like fashion,
and one should treat others only as he wills himself
to be treated. In other words, Consistency and Empathy
are crucial for Justice.
Many people may wish to argue that the treatment
accorded Lieutenant Calley was not consistent with the
usual treatment of such cases, and was for that reason
unjust. There is something to this criticism, especially
if Calley is correct in his contention that his actions were
ordered by his commanding officer. The number of
cases in which soldiers have been punished for carrying
out direct orders is indeed rare ; the number of cases in
which the punishing agent was the legal system of the
soldier's own country are rarer still - nearly unprecedented. Thus the Calley trial and verdict are, in the
nature of the case, exceptional - and therefore possibly
unjust.
The reply to this argument, however, is that Calley's
very actions (and perhaps the order to perform them)
were equally as exceptional. Thus there is no inconsistency in his trial and punishment; it's just that cases
such as this are (fortunately) quite rare. The Manson
murders were exceptional, too, but that is no reason to
think that any punishment he and his followers receive
is unjust for that reason alone.
The more interesting basis for discomfort in the Calley
affair is ;.ooted in the Empathic dimension of one's sense
of justice. How many of us are prepared to say that if
we had been in Calley's shoes at My Lai, we'd have acted
differently? And if we'd have done what he did, then
how can it be fair to impose criminal sanctions on his
behavior? After all, the law proscribes those actions
which we are justified in expecting people to refrain
from. But if anyone in Calley's shoes would have done
what he did, how can what he did possibly be illegal?
The Cresset

The Rules of War and the Rules ofPeace

In the Manson case, for example, few people would
say that they themselves would not have acted differently than Manson and his followers acted in butchering
innocent people. Thus if we did do what they did, we
can think it fair that we, too, receive the death penalty
or life imprisonment. One can willingly concur with a
sentence that one is prepared to accept on oneself, had
one done the deed in question. But that judgment is
very difficult for people to make regarding Calley's
crime. So it is no wonder that some thoughtful people
have greeted Calley's conviction and sentence with a
deep sense of injustice.
But what does it say about our nation, that so many of
its citizens claim they would have acted precisely as

Calley acted at My Lai? Does this fact suggest any basis
for exonerating Calley? Or doesn't it rather provide a
basis for judgment about the brutality and inhumanity
of so many of our people?
One acknowledges, of course, that the same man who
might identify with Calley might in most of his dealings
with others be the soul of tenderness. Esquire magazine
some months ago ran a cover picture of a tender-looking
Calley affectionately surrounded by a number of oriental children. There is no reason to think that young Rusty
Calley would kill a child in Savannah, no matter how
provoked he might be. But Song My is another matter
altogether.
Calley and friends deny the moral and legal similarities of deaths caused in My Lai and Minneapolis by
similar means. In this denial they are given considerable aid and comfort by a pervasive mentality which sees
the "rules" of war as being quite different from the
"rules" of peace. Yet for centuries it has been clear that
moral judgments do not give way so readily to novel
categories that men conjure up to excuse their actions.
Calley and friends have now learned that legal judgments do not yield to those covenient categories very
quickly either.
It is a hard lesson to learn, granted. And, for Calley,
it may be a painful lesson. But it is, I think, a good and
hopeful lesson. It bodes well for the survival and improvement of all mankind.

On Second Thought
What does it mean to praise God ? The assembled
people of God singing and praying together is certainly
part of it, but that cannot be an essential part. There
are too many cases on record where the assembled people
sang themselves heartily into the perpetration of inhuman evil. There are too many cases on record where
assembled singing was promoted as an opiate to dull
the pain of the promoter's oppression.
We can start with the idea that God desires or even
commands our praise. Why? Certainly, the praise does
not enhance the being of God, or He ceases to be God.
Certainly, the praise cannot be a performance necessary
to enter heaven, or God is the kind of God that the
prophets and apostles have consistently denied. Only if,
somehow, the praise is our joy, our present more abundant life, can God desire it and be the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ. Praising God has to be a happy thing
for us, otherwise either we or the God we praise is false.
Every authentic hymn of praise cites what God has
done or promised to do. Praise is the happiness that God
has done what He has done, or that He will do what
He has promised to do. By our praise we identify the
God we praise - all the way from the god who gives
May, 1971

By ROBERT J. HOYER

us victory over our enemies to the Father who has reconciled the 'fOrld to Himself.
We sing "Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost." Singing it, we are happy that God is as He has done, or we
do not praise. We are happy that God has made all men
alike and equal, and loves all of creation, or we do not
praise. We are happy that He has proclaimed forgiveness
to all nations and classes, or we do not praise. We are
happy that the Spirit calls all men and things into living
oneness, or we do not praise. And God is hurt by our
non-praise only in that we are heartbroken, lonely,
envious, judging and spiteful.
The praise of God happens far rriore out where we
are happy at these things than it does in the singing and
praying assembly. Praise happens where men act on
what their God has done, in freedom and in joy and in
hope. Praise happens where the walls of race and creed
and national loyalty are torn down. Praise happens
where the chains of judgment and fear are broken. Praise
happens where the pains of hunger and hate and
loneliness are healed. As I read the Bible, it is only
after these things have happened that we can gather to
sing our praise, because until we do such things we
cannot know what it is that we praise.
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Problematics of a 11 Christian College"
By STANLEY HAUERWAS
Department of Theology
University of NotrP. Dame

Notre Da: '" ,,, !iana

It has now become commonplace to say that if a college is Christian, this does not change its essential nature as an academic institution. For a college to be Christian in no way inhibits the way courses are taught or
what is taught. The church has no interest in trying to
impose a particular point of view on its academic institutions. Rather, the church invests in its universities
because it has a stake in the objective pursuit of truth .
Its own particularistic stake in such a pursuit does not
mean the integrity of the search for truth is compromised.
Even though I am in essential agreement with this
kind of argument, I think its frequent use today among
Christian educators and in Christian institutions has
tended to blur rather than clarify the issues concerning
the nature of the Christian college. One of the reasons
this has been the case is that such statements are often
only ideologies for a completely different set of factual
circumstances. For in spite of the claim made by such
schools that they do not have a corner on the truth, they
often impose a very definite academic and community
norm on the student.
Academically, the contemporary small Christian
college has wedded itself to the "liberal-arts" ideal.
That this is a union of necessity is revealed by the fact
that the church through much of its history has existed
in an uneasy tension with such "humanistic" study.
Moreover, though no one seems to have a very clear
idea of what a "liberal-arts" curriculum is, the "liberalarts colleges" continue to justify a great number of required courses in its name. Generally it seems to mean
that the student should know as little as possible about
as much as possible in order to make him a responsible
and "modern" human being.
As a result, such curriculum tends to develop dilettantes who have little competence in anything. Such
education also does little to give its students a feel for
the fragile and ambiguous task of learning. Instead, it
produces the most dangerous kind of men - that is,
men that are just smart enough to be impressed with
the half-truth. Having never gotten into any subjectmatter deeply enough to know the limitations of generalizations, they think themselves competent in many
fields to which their "liberal-arts" training has introduced them. While there may be a more defensible
understanding of the idea of "liberal-arts" education,
one cannot help but think that such an idea is often but
This article is excerpted from a speech given at Augustana College.
Rock Island , Illinois, when the author was recently a member of its
faculty.
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an ideological justification for mediocre education. At
least it can be said that if a college is using the idea of
"liberal-arts" it should be forced to state clearly what
that means and to form its actual academic policy in
accordance with its stated aims.
In terms of community the Christian college still
maintains the right of enforcing a certain kind of ethos
on its students in the name of creating character. The
justification for this has nothing to do with the academic
enterprise itself, but rather is claimed to be the something "extra" that the Christian college can give that
secular institutions cannot. This aspect of the Christian
college sometimes assumes the form that the college
should act as the parent in the academic setting. Such
an assumption has become increasingly difficult in the
modern pluralistic world, as it is by no means clear
what acting like a parent means. Often as a result, the
college ends up enforcing a morality on its students to
which their parents no longer adhere but wish their
children would. The tension that results from this leads
either to extreme hypocrisy in terms of the actual enforcement of such an ethos, or to confrontation, or to
sullenness - all of which inhibit the kind of openness
and frankness necessary for the academic enterprise.
Sometimes the warrant for the imposition of such an
ethos assumes an extremely sophisticated form. The
Christian college, it is claimed, ministers to the person
in an age where all other institutions, such as the "big
state university," treat each man as only another number. Thus the Christian college's concern about the student's personal and moral life, its constant check on his
attendance in class, and its emphasis on student services
are all seen as the institutionalization for a concern with
the person. However, such a justification cannot remove
the essentially paternalistic character of this kind of
care for the student. Paradoxically, such concern for the
"person" often is depersonalizing, as the student is
treated as less than a responsible being.

A Community with Moral Commitment
For the college to see itself in this way implies that it
views itself as an extension of the church's soteriological
task. It is extremely doubtful, especially in a Lutheran
context, if such an assumption can be theologically
justified. The institution of learning is no less an institution of this world in spite of its connection to the
church. In more practical terms, however, the problem
with such activity is it detracts the college from its main
task as an institution dedicated to the search for truth.
It obfuscates the priorities of the university leadership
The Cresset

by directing attention to non-academic matters. It detracts the students themselves from their main task as
students and instead encourages an extension of adolescent rebellion. Furthermore, it ill prepares the student
to meet or to criticize intelligently the demands of the
modern competitive and highly organized world.
These criticisms are not the more substantive questions concerning the current understanding of the nature of the Christian college. For the really serious
questions are not about fact but principle. The most
serious problem with the idea that the Christian college
is primarily concerned with truth is the implication that
this is a simple and easy matter. As it is used, it is a way
of saying that the Christian college is no different from
our more secular institutions of higher education. It is
assumed that the contemporary form of general college
education sets the norm of what the pursuit of truth
should be like. Such an assumption avoids the really
hard question of what genuine education ought to be
like in our contemporary experience.
I would argue that more than any other institution
it is exactly the Christian college that has the substance
to explore this kind of question. For it is the Christian
college that is underwritten by an institution that makes
the substantive claim that we need have no fear of the
truth about our existence. The Christian church thus
can allow its academic institutions to pursue the truth
without concern for its cash value or its destructive
potential for our contemporary sensibilities. The Christian college should be interested in a pursuit of truth
that is deeper than the current sentimentalities about
the truth can know.
Of course this is not meant to imply that such activity
is not also possible at a "secular" institution. Rather,
it is to point out that ultimately all universities take out
a metaphysical draft on the nature of the world. Such
drafts are seldom made explicit, but their implicitness
does not make them any less real. It is now apparent
that the "secular" university's necessary political claim
to represent no one version of the truth tends to make it
a too willing servant of the explicit needs of its society.
The invasion of the university by the military is but the
most flagrant example of a much more subtle process.
The Christian college has of course in reality been as
open to this perversion as the secular institution. I am
trying to suggest, however, that ideally it serves a society that should give it the necessary freedom to perform the critical work that is the essence of the academy.
Unfortunately, the perversions of the contemporary
Christian college have prevented even the discussion
of this possibility. The conditions necessary for the development of such a college always tend to be misinterpreted in terms of categories essentially foreign to them.
This can be illustrated in respect to two of the fundamental prerequisites for the development of a real
Christian college, that is, community and moral commitment. The search for truth requires the development of community, for the question of knowledge is a
May, 1971

social process. What we know is given to us from the
past as it is mediated through others of our community.
The academic community specializes in such transmission of knowledge through the development of scholarship. The community not only mediates our knowledge,
but also provides the conditions for testing its viability.
For it is by juxtaposing our conceptualizations with
those of others that we grope our way to distinguishing
truth from opinion. The question of the development of
community, therefore cannot be ignored in terms of
the formation of a Christian college. It is not, however,
a community that serves a dying ethos, but a community
of discourse aimed at the discovery of the truth.

Men Charged with the Desire to Know
Secondly, the search for truth requires moral commitment. Plato perceived long ago that the questions of
truth, good, and the beautiful cannot be separated. For
the truth is not something we simply learn by perceiving an external reality, but requires the qualification of
the self. To know the truth requires correspondence to
the truth. Most of us are rather lacking in this respect,
but'the pervasiveness of our failure must not be allowed
to blind us to this requirement for those who pursue
academic study. Such moral commitment is not to be
equated with the mediocrity and triteness of the reigning piety; rather, it has more to do with such virtues as
integrity, honesty, justice, humility, humor, and kindness.
It requires integrity, for those who labor in the academic vineyard are constantly tempted to sell their
wares at the current cultural store. It requires honesty
because learning is essentially a matter of recognizing
our limitations. It requires justice in the sense that we
must learn to gaze fairly at reality as it is, not as we wish
it to be. It requires humility as the recognition that we
can never contain the truth within our conceptualizations. It requires humor to guard us against the most
dangerous of all intellectual sins, which is the temptation to take ourselves too seriously. To have humor is
to recognize that the viability of truth does not rest on
our particular formulation of it. Finally, it requires
kindness and mutuality as the demands of truth can be
so hard and destructive that only the love of others can
sustain us in the endeavor.
If academic reform is to be seriously pursued it must
break out of the limitations of the current debate. This
does not mean that issues such as quality of faculty,
class size, and types of courses are not important, but
such changes can be made without the more basic questions about the nature of the academic enterprise being
raised. Because such issues have long been neglected
by many Christian colleges, these institutions have
simply become servants of the going ethos. In such a
context, the issues of reform become a political question
of how to balance the various interest groups that make
up the academic marketplace.
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The clearest indication that this has become the prevailing condition at many of our institutions is seen in
the kind of men who become their administrators. They
are good men who see their job primarily in terms of
preserving the institution. Their vision and imagination is limited by the realist assumption that the status
quo. is about as good as one can do. They are extremely
able politically in that they have the ability to turn every
question of principle into a question of interest. They
excel in manipulation, but offer little genuine leadership, as such would require vision beyond the present
possibilities. It is not that they do not will to do good,
but their wills are paralyzed by their limited vision.
In such a context, the students appear to be the more
progressive forces; they represent the negativity of the
false justification of the contemporary academic establishment. It remains to be seen, however, if the passing
youth revolt will be beneficial to the academic enterprise. There are some disturbing indications that the
students represent another attempt to capture and direct
the university from its true aim of scholarship. The cries
of freedom and the demand of relevancy often seem to
contain a particularistic content that tries to avoid the

kind of searching criticism to which the university must
subject all positions. The students are right to question
the easy accommodation the university has often made
with its society, but they fail to realize that often their
calls for reform are attempts to make the university
serve but a different aspect of that society. The problem
with their critique of the contemporary university is
not that it is radical, but that it is not radical enough.
Since I am a theological ethicist, in closing I would
like to suggest the kind of contribution the church can
make to academic reform. The church's contribution of
course is not in the creation of institutions dedicated to
the preservation of innocence and to turning out socially acceptable beings. Neither do I think that the
church's main task is the creation of institutions that
authentically try to be dedicated to the truth. Instead,
the church's most important gift is to create men who
hunger and thirst after the truth, for such men are the
backbone of the academy, whether it is Christian or
secular. This is no small contribution, as substantive
academic reform will ultimately depend not just on institutional change, as important as that is, but on men
who are charged with the desire to know.

A Priest, Politics, and the Prophet Motive
By CHARLES WHITMAN
Staff Writer in Divinity and Philosophy
Encyclopaedia Britannica
Chicago, Illinois

Daniel Berrigan: jovial, intense, electric, thoughtful,
winsome, provocative, gregarious. Now, and for some
time to come, a convict serving time along with this
brother Philip at Danbury, Connecticut, federal prison
for their napalming of draft records at Catonsville,
Maryland, in May, 1968.
Clearly a man to be reckoned with, a man not to be
taken lightly, nor to be dismissed out of hand. In "Taking Fr. Berrigan Seriously," Commonweal's editors tell
us how not to take the brothers seriously: by branding
them "kooks" or "romantics" or by charging them with
"egomania, a terrible naivete, a psychotic sense of guilt;
take your pick." And there is "... another, more sophisticated way of not taking Daniel Berrigan seriously.
Which is to follow his exploits vicariously while avoiding one~ own responsibilities, to nod admiringly at his
words, and then to return him to that corner niche conveniently reserved for plaster saints. ' 'I
Like those editors I "do not want to dismiss Daniel
Berrigan, nor to canonize him, nor to co-opt him. " I
want in fact to take him seriously, as most of his critics
and his detractors seem not to have done fully.

One of Daniel's brother Jesuits, Edward Duff, recently wrote that "the burden of the Berrigan Brothers"
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is summarized in a rehearsal of Ralph Waldo Emerson's
visit to his friend Henry Thoreau.2 Thoreau was confined in the Concord jail for refusing "to pay taxes to a
town that supported drilling for the Mexican War, a
war which he deemed a move to extend shivery." Emerson inquired of him, as Duff tells us, "Henry, why are
you here?"
And Thoreau's famous pointed response was: "Waldo,
why are you not here?" For Duff the burden consists
in the challenge the Berrigans put to him by their actions ,
and Duff feels he is in effect in Emerson's position,
called to explain what he's doing on the outside while
his brother is in the can.
A similar reaction appears in the review of Dan's
No Bars to Manhood by Harry J. Cargas, who writes:
"The question is bothering me. How will I be able to
face Da)l Berrigan when he gets out of jail?" Cargas
characterizes our general inactivity and our inferior
level of commitment in comparison to Daniel's. With
the incisiveness of Thoreau he sums up the response of
most of us to Berrigan's action : "Our Augustinian
answer is I will, I will , but not yet.' 03
Numerous othet writers reflect the same views, often
in a manner that approaches a kind of self-flaggelation.
Their articles and their reviews frequently exude exThe Cresset

cessive praise, and one can see how little effect Berrigan
has had upon them precisely because of the facility with
which they seem to parade before the rest of us their own
sense of relative unworthiness, of inadequate activism .
However, I suspect that many have an answer for Dan
that is less flimsy than that of the Augustinian procrastinators. I can even imagine Emerson parrying Thoreau's
"Waldo, why are you not here?'' with something like,
"Do you really want to know, Henry?" Even those
Commonweal editors don't go all the way with the priest
they think they take seriously. They pronounce their
disagreemert with Daniel through statements such as
"By no means are all of America's institutions corrupted
beyond repair" and "Repression in America is neither
an accomplished fact nor inevitable. It is not worth
compromising away all one's principles to avoid repression; it is worth some compromises. "4
The variety of "answers" that have been given to
Daniel are not, however, limited to disagreements with
him over "what is the case" regarding repression-or-not
in America or over moral principles, or lack of guts.
Some, of course - and fortunately only a few - have
given him not excessive praise but exaggerated vituperation for his efforts, as Fr. Andrew Greeley illustrates: "I have no trouble understanding Father Berrigan's position. Self-righteous fanatics at the head of
revolutionary movements are not a new phenomenon
in history." 5 What bugs Greeley also irritates some
others, although most are more capable of compassionate analysis than Greeley.

The Priests and the Masses
As one of Robert McAfee Brown's students reportedly put it, Daniel has "upped the ante for the rest of us."
In a word, the "chips are down." But the name of the
game is not morality, but politics; and the stakes are not
principles, but images. And image-making, a familiar
enterprise to Berrigan-the-poet, does not always seem to
come so easily to Berrigan-the-politician.
What affects many of us in the end is the image of
himself that Dan has given us to reflect upon. And the
upshot of this particular aspect of his own creativity, in
contrast to the ranting and raving of others who have
sought to create an image of him for our consumption
- like J. Edgar Hoover - is not so much a burden of
clear shape and weight but a poignant ambiguity of
uncertain meaning. Or rather, several ambiguities,
which inhere in us as much as in him, which "were before he was," and which simply have risen to a higher
level of importance as a result of his words, his deeds,
and his much-publicized presence.
Take, for example, his flight from the penalty of jail
on April 7, 1970. It is entirely logical, if not so conceivable owing to filial loyalty, to envision Phil Berrigan
lamenting to his walls during his brother's four-month
underground caper, "Daniel, why are you not here?"
As the rest of us have had to come up with an answer
May, 1971

for Dan, Dan has had to come up with his own answer
for us. It appeared in "Notes From the Underground;
Or, I Was a Fugitive From the F.B.I.," written a month
after Dan's leave-taking.
There he himself raises the question, "How can I
reject honored presumptions of conduct, like, 'the good
man is responsible for his actions;' he 'pays up on demand.'" He explains his decision to accept the suggestion of friends to split from the Comell rally on April
17th for the paths and byways of the American underground: "Why indeed not split? Why concede, by hanging around, that wrong-headed power owned me? ....
Why tum this scene into yet another sanctuary, so
often done before, only delaying the inevitable, the
hunters always walking off with their prize?" 6
In the same piece he writes: "The method of Martin
King, violation of local or state law ·and submitting to
jail, had a great deal going for it; circumstances supported the principle." Those circumstances, Dan tells us,
meant the presence of "higher jurisdictions," the possibility of bringing pressures to bear, the availability of
redress, of legislation, of reform. But when the war and
all its attendant issues came to the forefront, the circumstances did not support the principle; "as far as national
due process is concemed, the highest appeal courts
duly swept aside the issues we tried to raise."
Dan's answer leaves much to be desired. As one of
the more prominent nonviolent leaders said to me in
Chicago the other day, "Dan sure didn't help us any
then." Dan's answer is inadequate for two major reasons. For one, King - and all of King's men - struggled
longer, if not harder, than the antiwar movement,
gaining only a fraction of what they sought, but nevertheless generating a similar amount of publicity and
not abandoning their method merely because they did
not get what they wanted as fast as they wanted it - that
is, NOW! Dan's notion that "the circumstances" courts of appeal and negotiation - "supported the principle" does not accurately reflect what happened in the
civil rights struggle during the fifties and the sixties.
More crucial, more ambiguous, and , I believe, less
satisfactory, is the rest of his answer. His remark about
"only delaying the inevitable" better describes not the
situation he sought to avoid, but the one he accepted. To
flee is merely to delay the inevitable! And to declare that
hanging around at Comell is more of a concession to
wrong-headed power than submitting to handcuffs on
Block Island four months later doesn't quite ring true .
That part of his statement, if spoken with seriousness,
is more appropriate to the fugitive who leaves the
country; such words belong in the exile's mouth, for they
share a congruity with deeds undertaken by "men without countries." But in Dan's case they won't do.
The problem is one of projecting an image, of selling
oneself, of accounting for one's departures - whether
from usual practices or from the FBI. Image-making is
involved in one way or another with both the Drinans
and Groppis of the real world and the priestly fictions
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created by authors such as Morris West, Graham Greene,
Ignazio Silone, and a host of others. It is not enough
to be right, to have conviction; one must be believable.
The words said over actions must consecrate those actions to the satisfaction of witnesses, even though the
actions themselves seem offensive, have something of
the skandalon about them. It is precisely one's words
that have a power that actions do not and cannot have.
In No Bars to Manhood, Dan even has a chapter entitled,
"The Speech Defines the Style."
Actions which admit of ambiguity, and are not "selfexplanatory" can be saved by words that say "this" and
not "that" is the intended meaning. That is the deficiency of Daniel's flight: that he did not labor sufficiently over his explanation for it. And his impact on that
score was thereby weakened, as I have learned from
listening to those who had come to view him as a model.
Thus the way is open for Dan's reference to his flight
as a "game," or a "cat-and-mouse" affair, to be taken
too easily as the best verbal content he can give to that
deed. I do not find his flight objectionable in the least
but I know too many who do and I know that the somewhat bewildered impression they have formed of Dan
is one that clearer and more serious words could mitigate.
Of course, Dan's failure to project an image that explains, if not justifies, himself to his audience is not only
his own fault, but that of his audience as well. Graham
Greene's whiskey priest in The Power and the Glory
suffers most of all from the image and the role that his
people have forced him to uphold. He cannot be a "natural man," he cannot have human needs and desires
like the rest of mankind. His people, whom he visits
en route in his own flight - with a few parallels to Dan
Berrigan's situation - have put him on a pedestal.
When he attempts to jump down into manhood he is
chastized. Their attitude toward him is also ambiguous.
"You must be better than we are," they seem to be saying to him, "in order to make up for our weaknesses."
Thus the priest seems to play the same redeeming role
between them and Christ as Christ played between man
and God. On the other hand , the people require him to
be humble, not to act as if he is better than they.

The Prophet Motive
So we expect something from our priests; do we dare
also expect anything from our prophets - or is the
conversion from priestly role to prophetic one an exemption from all kinds of responsibility? After all, prophets
are commonly thought to be "above it all," to have already waived any claim to public ears and eyes on the
basis of authority or authenticity; they are expected to
be "voices in the wilderness" and they in tum are
assumed to be expecting to be written off, dismissed out
of hand. Indeed, an article on the Berrigans by Richard
J. Clifford, S. J., claims that "The prophet as roughhewn
spokesman for God, sometimes so enwrapped in his
central announcement that he is unbalanced and even
incorrect in his lesser judgments, is well illustrated by
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some prophetic persons in the history of the Christian
Church." He says later, "The Berrigans need not be
correct in every detail of their analysis in order to be
acknowledged as true prophets."7
Clifford makes such a point of this lack of a need for
total "correctness" that one wonders what he thinks the
Berrigans have done wrong; he himself doesn't indicate
any inaccuracies or inadequacies in their words or deeds.
Nevertheless such a view of the prophet may serve ecclesiastical requirements - but it does not fulfill our
secular, social demands upon prophetic spokesmen. That
is to say, the prophet must be a politician. He must be
"running for" something, not merely "from" or "against"
something. Again, it is not enough to be "right" in one's
own mind - and even in the minds of a few others - if
one is not engaged in making his case. Berrigan grasps
this, I believe, but doesn't always bring it off. He is even
able to say that King's nonviolence was, as a tactical
approach, "in fact a calculated political act." 8 But when
one searches for the "calculation" in Dan's flight, one
finds his answer insufficient.
And yet there is an answer - somewhere. It is just
possible that he fled for the purpose of sharing camaraderie and a bit of strategy development with friends and
brethren before delivering himself up to the powersthat-be. That is, at any rate, what in fact he did with
those four months in the underground . That is indeed
a believable, plausible motive - and a political one.
It is not limited to a "game" of "cat-and-mouse" nor to
"delaying the inevitable."
At this point, however, the motive for prophetic actions and utterances becomes more complicated. For if
political ways of managing oneself lie behind one's
moves, one is courting a paradox. Is it not, after all, the
political aspect of a prophetic deed which introduces
ambiguity in the first place? Specifically, the words that
need to be heard cannot be uttered. Movement politics
are thus no different from national politics or international diplomacy in which too many revelations can
nullify one's effectiveness.
What Dan and Phil are about is the business of helping to form youthful character, to make themselves into
the leaders that certain young men and women will
wish to emulate. But this kind of motivation is one that
a revolutionary must keep to himself, not broadcast
widely, else all is lost. At a very sophisticated level,
then, one's actions, at least at the plateau the Berrigans
have reached, involve a certain struggle for positions of
leadership. And it makes no difference whether Dan
disavows such a prophet motive. In the first place, I
wouldn't believe him if he did, and in the second place,
I know that this is the way it works, like it or not.
In an article I think Daniel would like, "Priesthood
and Revolution," Herbert McCabe writes:
You cannot lead a revolutionary movement as either a job or a hobby;
you can only lead it if you are recognized as dedicated to and embodying the spirit of the revolution .· . . . A revolutionary leader, however, is not simply a charismatic figure. He cannot rely simply on the
enthusiasm he inspires as an individual. Precisely because he em bod-
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ies the revolutionary spirit of the people, he speaks for them as a
movement and hence exercises direction and authority in the movement. His authority resides in the spirit of the movement itself, but
the criterion of his authority is his recognition of the whole.9

That, I believe, can be reasonably said to be the goal to
which Dan Berrigan aspires, or ought to. But the more
likely effect of his flight (and not so much his Catonsville action, which is more widely duplicated) is a narrowing of clientele, audience , or constituency.
Curiously, Dan is mostly silent (at least in the dozens
of essays and articles I have read by him) about the
future. He limits himself to saying that present policies
and structures will not suffice, and his words about the
future center around a "hope" that things can be made
better.10 It is indeed important to have hope, but I sense
in Dan's writings a bit of the romantic consciousness
that those Commonweal editors didn't want to charge
him with.
More unsettling than unspecified hopes, however, is
a possible unraveling of a man himself. Just as history is
usually viewed either as a linear progression through
time toward a particular ending or as a cyclical repetition of earlier events, so a man can be considered as
going in a direction or as repeating a regular routine.
Most of those who engage in protest in this country are
crisis-oriented; the mill of protest turns sluggishly but
predictably, never getting beyond rather bland grist
tactically.
But Berrigan is different; he tries to break new
ground, not to repeat old schemes and strategies. At
the same time he has not rejected pacifistic methods as
have some others. He even appears - as in his recently
published exchanges with the psychoanalyst Robert
Coles - to want to conduct what Staughton Lynd once
described to me as a "ministry to the movement." Yet
more can be said: Dan evidences an unnerving potentiality for violent action. (Burning anything except perhaps last year's leaves is a violent act, although I can
recognize the distinction between persons and property
at Catonsville. But King would have done no such thing,
and we must recognize that "nonviolence" has revised
connotations since King walked among us.)

tion other priests who embrace violence in African and
Latin American situations.
What makes violence so plausible as a potential instrument of the Berrigans is - once again, the culprit:
words. For Dan's anger is as thorough as that of anyone
else on the current scene, and his words do not hide it.
I fear that he, like others, may not be able to continue to
hold that the system is corrupt, and to lay awake at night
in a quiet search for fresh but "nonviolent" methods.
It may just be in the future that commitments made
earlier, on more expansive moments and in more open
times, had from the very beginning an implied willingness to go all the way for those to be defended - the
young, the poor, and the nonwhite of our suffering society and abroad.

Epilogue
These mumblings of my mouth, these rumblings of
my brain, are only meant to urge some kind of learning from the questions Daniel Berrigan has raised. The
most crucial lesson is that words must go with deeds.
Those who believe in merely doing what is right without
seeing to it that one consecrates his action by a little
speech here and there will go off to jail and to silence.
Because of Dan's articles and books, his preachments
and poetry, he has not only attracted attention but has
nearly cornered it, to the point that it seems useless to
jail him - if a purpose of prison is to isolate the prisoner from society.
He is with us now, as much as ever, and we are called
to be with him, despite the ambiguities of agony and ecstasy with which he has surrounded us. As he wrote in
"How To Make a Difference," "we must lose more, suffer more, experiment more, risk more, trust one another
more." Among other things, that means trusting that
somehow, somewhere, guys like Berrigan know what
they're doing. For the most difficult demand on men of
faith is to trust in the motives, and the political judgments, of brothers who are prophets.

Footnotes
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in Berrigans thinking is inevitable."ll Time said the
same thing in its cover story on the Berrigans: "The
Harrisburg indictments (for the alleged Kissinger
plot) now challenge the image of cheerful, studiously
nonviolent resistance heretofor evoked by the Berrigans, and there is a certain logic in the challenge. From
angry essays to public protests, to illegal acts of resistance, the Berrigans have moved ever closer to revolutionary thought and practice." 12 Time goes on to menMay, 1971
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95 Theses for the 20th Century Church to Debate
By CHARLES j . CURTIS
Pastor, Immanuel Lutheran Church
Chicago, Illinois

I

1. A divided church has nothing to say to a divided world.
2. Doctrine divides, service unites.
3. If church leaders are really concerned about the unity of
the church in our day let them simply step forward and
take a positive stand and declare we are one now.
4. To be a New Testament Christian in our age it may be
necessary for many to leave the divided, sectarian, institutional church as we know it.
5. There is nothing more potent than an idea whose time
has arrived.
6. In the end the whole church becomes a committee.
7. The real question may be: will churches go out with a
whimper or a bang? Old irrelevant churches do not die
they just fade away.
8. The duplication of church buildings and staff is a waste,
a sin, and a disgrace. This is a result of the sin of sectarianism and denominationalism.
9. The most important aspect of genuine religion is to love
the loving God with all our heart, mind, and soul, and
our neighbors as ourselves. A racially prejudiced church
is an affront to God and an offense to humanity.

X
10. The time has come for simple honesty in theology and
religion.
11. It is virtually impossible to be a Christian in a divided,
sectarian church.
12. When one is up to one's neck in hierarchy and budgets
it is difficult to recall that one's original intention was
to follow Jesus.
13. No man, no book, no system, no church, and no denomination has a monopoly on truth.
14. The time for intercommunion between all Christians has
long since passed.
15.1t is becoming progressively more impossible to be a
Christian in a white middle class parish.
16. When everybody is Christian, nobody is Christian.
17. While theological discussions are vitally necessary for the
promotion of Christian unity, the debate over irrelevant
theological differences will never bring the churches
closer together.
18. Every significant step forward in Christian unity has been
taken in practical cooperation and united service, not by
setding any of the major denominational differences in
theology.
19. The visible church is a mixture of believers and hypocrites; the invisible church is the true church.
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XX
20. Theologically speaking, there is only one church: the one,
holy, catholic, and apostolic church. It is a spiritual fellowship, that is, a temple not built by human hands,
but erected by God Himself on the foundation of the
aposdes and prophets, whose comer-stone is the Lord
Jesus Himself.
21. All sincere souls in all Christian congregations are living
stones in the Lord's house. Praying and loving hearts those who have fallen asleep as well as those yet living form that house of God which is the true church.
22. Divisions of doctrine, of social class, of race, and of
nationality among Christians are really a crime and sin,
and union is a sacred, inescapable duty.
23. By our divisions we Christians are a hindrance to our
Saviour in His work of salvation. We prevent men from
believing in Him. Christian unity is imperatively needed
that the world may see and acknowledge the Lord.
24. Unity is not only a beautiful idea, it is Christ's plain command and our unconditional duty. When one once perceives this, his conscience can never more be reconciled
to division. The lack of unity will bum him like fire. The
desire for unity is not a fashion, a phenomenon of the
time, nor a pious wish. Unity is a sacred obligation.
25. The way to unity is long and steep and stony. It leads
through many hardships, great and small. Each one of
these by itself seems impossible to overcome. But faith
overcomes all hindrances if only we are genuinely penitent.
2·6. The Christian ideal of peace against war must belong to
the elementary teaching in church and school as well as
other essential parts of our faith.
27. The core of the Christian religion is God, and God alone.
No organization, no books, no hierarchy, no institution,
no form of church government can be called essential to
the welfare of the church. The one and only thing that is
essential to the church is the Word of God.
28. The church needs unity in essentials, freedom and diversity in all else.
29. There are two kinds of religion, statutory religion and
spiritual religion. The former demands unity based on
uniformity. The latter seeks unity in freedom and diversity.

XXX
30. Theology is made interesting by a delightful ignorance
of so-called "important truths."
31. You cannot be religious without some minimal theology
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but you may easily memorize creeds, acquire vast knowledge about theology and remain bare of simple common
sense, humaneness, and religious sensitivity.
32. Religious education is not a process of packing articles
in a trunk.
33. The churches have been turning out a disheartened
crowd of young folk, inoculated against any outbreak of
creative religion.
34. Whatever be the correct method to formulate religious
truths, it is deadly to religion to insist on a premature
stage of precision. The vitality of religion is shown by the
way in which the religious spirit has survived the ordeal
of religious education.
35. Religious imagination is contagious. It cannot be measured by the yard, or weighed by the pound, and then
delivered to the people by members of the clergy. It can
only be communicated by those who themselves wear
their religion with imagination.
36. A merely well-informed theologian is the most useless
bore on God's earth.
37. Theological professors who are divorced from active
parish life and duties become so irrelevant it is intolerable.
38. You can build a prison around anyone if you can convince him he is a prisoner.
39. You may not divide the seamless coat of Christ.

XL
40. In the conditions of modem life the church which does
not value trained intelligence is doomed.
41. It is not true that theological agreement should precede
unity. On the contrary, some actions must come first because they are essential to life. Unity comes in common
service and concelebration of the Holy Communion.
42. We should cease talking nonsense about postponing
religious and human unity.
43. The spirit of experimentation and creativity should
dominate a church.
44. Your religion is useless to you till you have lost your
proof texts, burnt your sermon notes, and forgotten the
minutiae which you learnt by heart for the examination.
45. The function of a church is to enable you to shed details
in favor of important principles.
46. The crowd is always a lie.
47. If you really want to understand what Christianity is all
about, don't ask the Christians, but rather ask the enemies of Christianity.
48. In order to be completely objective about the church, one
must stand outside of it.
49. The more important holy books, doctrines, and confessions become, the more opportunity there is for innane
explanations by priests and professors.
L

50. People nowadays go to the church to be entertained and
to the theatre to be edified.
51. It is one thing to stand on one leg and prove God's existence; it is quite another thing to get down on one's knees
and worship, adore, and thank Him.
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52. Our chief problem is not to understand Christianity, but
to understand that Christianity can never be understood.
53. The chief danger to theology is narrowness in the selection of evidence.
54. The paradox which wrecks so many promising theologians is that the training which produces skill is so very
apt to stifle imaginative zest.
55. The art of progress in religion is to preserve order amid
change, and to preserve change amid order. The church
refuses to be embalmed alive. The more prolonged the
halt in some unrelieved system of order, the greater the
crash of the dead structure. Order and organization is not
enough. What is required, is something much more complicated. It is order opening into novelty; so that the
massiveness of order does not degenerate into mere repetition; and so that the novelty is always reflected upon a
backdrop of system.
56. It belongs to the goodness of the church, that its massive
organization should deal tenderly with the faint discordant
light of the dawn of a new age and a new theology. _
57. The idea of God as the unmoved mover is inherited
from Aristode, at least so far as Western thought is concerned. The notion of God as eminendy real is a favorite doctrine of Christian theology. The combination of the two
into the doctrine of an aboriginal, eminendy real, transcendent creator, at whose fiat the world came into being,
and whose imposed will it obeys, is the fallacy which has
injected tragedy into the history of Christianity.
58. God should not be treated as an exception to all metaphysical first principles called in to save their collapse.
He is their chief exemplification.
59. God does not create the world, He saves it; or, more accurately, He is the poet of the world, with tender patience
leading it by his vision of truth, beauty, and goodness.

LX
60. It makes as much sense to say that God is permanent
and the World fluent, as that the World is permanent
and God is fluent.
61. It is as accurate a statement to say that God is one and
the World many, as that the World is one and God many.
62. It is as true to say that, in comparison with the World,
God is actual eminendy, as that, in comparison with God,
the World is actual eminendy.
63. It is as correct to say that the World is immanent in God,
as that God is immanent in the World.
64. There is as much veracity in saying that God transcends
the World, as that the World transcends God.
65. It is as adequate a description of reality to say that God
creates the World, as that the World creates God.
66. The concept of God is the way in which we understand
this incredible fact - that what cannot be, yet is.
67. God is the great companion - the fellow-sufferer who
understands.
68. No novelty is entirely novel.
69. As society is now structured a literal adherence to the
moral precepts scattered throughout the Gospels would
mean sudden death.
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LXX
70. I hazard the prophecy that religion will conquer which
can render clear to popular understanding some eternal
greatness incarnate in the passage of temporal fact.
71. Wherever there is a creed, there is a heretic round the
comer or in his grave.
72. It is instructive to compare the Christians in the Roman
Empire with underground movements in modem America.
73. A few men in the whole caste of their character, and most
men in some of their actions, appear anti-religious in
respect to the peculiar type of any church possible in their
time.
74. I must disclaim the foolish notion that it is possible for
anyone, devoid of personal experience of parish life,
to provide useful suggestions for its detailed conduct.
There is no substitute for first-hand practice.
75. Saints are simply all those persons who through their
life and being reveal the power of God.
76. God lives, his existence can be proved through a study of
the history of religions. No religion is a product of culture,
all religion depends on a revelation. A revelation of God
is present wherever a real religion is found. The universal
history of religion should now take the place which the
older dogmatics gave to natural theology.
77. A new reformation is in full progress now. It is a reformation and renewal; but whether its results be fortunate or unfortunate depends largely on the actions of
comparatively few men, and notably upon the leaders of
the church.
78. It is important that the divine element in the world be
conceived as a persuasive agency and not as a coercive
agency.
79. It is the task of philosophical theology to give us a rational
understanding of the rise of civilization, and of the
tenderness of mere life itself, in a world which superficially is founded upon the clashings of senseless compulsion.

LXXX
80. Is it really necessary that religion remains as a synonym
for hatred? The great social ideal for religion is that it
should be the foundation for the unity of civilization.
In that way it justifies its insight beyond the transient
clash of brute forces.
81. Luther's 95 theses, though meaningful in 1517, are completely irrelevant today, as are most philosophical and
theological writings of the 16th and 17th centuries.
82. The poor people in the church are the real treasure of
the church.
83. In the usual sense of success, Jesus was a complete failure. He didn't make it. Most clergy who follow him,
have it made for they die a natural death.
84. If Jesus returned to earth today and visited a great cathedral he would not have the foggiest notion about what
this building was nor what went on in it. He would feel
completely at home in a synogogue, however. Jesus was
hom a Jew, lived his life as a Jew, and died a Jew. He
14

was in no sense Christian as we know Christianity today.
85. We must understand that Christianity could not exist
without Judaism. We should seek to develop closer relationships and mutual understanding with our spiritual
brothers, the Jews, in every way. Without the Old
Testament, there could have been no New Testament.
86. The simplest, most basic truths in the world are the harde!t to see and understand and implement. Examples
are peace, brotherhood, equality, clean environment,
and the similarity of all great world religions. The religions of the world are like spokes in a wheel with the hub
as a central or relating core. All great world religions
provide man with a path or a way, leading to a more
significant and richer life, goal, and future.
87. All clergymen should have a second vocation. This would
provide a chance to make a decent living and also to
speak the truth without fear of economic reprisals from
a parish.
88. The notion of a natural law or laws, completely fixed and
eternal, is playing havoc with modem society with its
necessity for swift adaptation and evolution in order to
survive.
89. Religion is the inner core of culture and culture is the
outer garment of religion, or put another way, religion is
the soul of culture and society is the body of religion.

XC
90. Faith as ultimate concern might well replace the notion
of faith as creedal assent. Faith as ultimate concern
opens eyes to the issues of pollution, economic justice,
racial justice, war and peace, and population control.
91. Religiosity and moralism are progressively becoming the
concern of an ever increasing minority.
92. The church must wake up to the fact that for untold
millions of people freedom means freedom to starve,
freedom to live in ghettos, freedom to be unemployed,
freedom to live on the edge of war and atomic disaster.
93. Faith and beliefs must be carefully distinguished. Men
of integrity and faith are found in every living religion
and in every country in the world. It is one thing to be a
man of genuine sincerity, integrity, and faith. It is another
thing to detail one's incidental creedal beliefs which are
conditioned by his world view, culture, and particular
religion he finds himself in.
94. There is only one absolute and that is that there are no
absoll•tes. Every bit of reality in the universe is in process
including God. Process is that univ~rsal basic category
than which it is not possible to think more fundamentally, universally, or basically.
95. The church in order to survive with signifance must
speak as loudly, clearly, and definitively on matters of
public morality as it does on matters of private morality.
The church should declare a moratorium on its own
buildings and concern itself with persons, humanity, and
creative ideas.
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From the Chapel

Hope on a Dying Planet
By JOHN B. COBB
lngr•h•m Prot.ssor of ThH/ogy
The Southern Cwiforni• School of ThH/ogy
Cl•remont, Cwiforni•

Let they steadfast love, 0 Lord, be upon us, according as
we hope in Thee .
Psalm 33:22
The universe is mostly a vast, almost empty, expanse
of space-time. Scattered through it in an uneven but
not quite random way are innumerable stars. Around
some of these revolve satellites we call planets. One of
these planets revolving around a star of modest size
is alive. We call that planet Earth.
Perhaps there are other living planets circling other
stars in this or other galaxies. Perhaps in whatever
universe there was before the "Big Bang" that gave birth
to this one, there were other living beings. We do not
know. But indications are that the other planets in this
solar system are lifeless. In an area to be measured in
light years, if not in all the infinities of time and space,
we are alone.
This planet has not always been alive. Indeed, as
Richard Overman has recently reminded us, if we conceive the five billion years of the Earth's past as though
recorded in ten volumes of five hundred pages each,
so that each page records a million years, cellular life
appears only in the eighth volume, about a billion years
ago. The story of all the plants and animals of the Cambrian era occupies only the tenth volume, and of this
the first half is taken up with how plants became terrestrial and the amphibians emerged. Around page 440 of
this 500 page book the reptiles reach the height of their
development. It is not until page 465 that their dominance is superseded by that of birds and warm-blooded
animals.
Finally, on page 499 of this tenth volume man appears. The last two words on the last page recount his
story from the rise of civilization six thousand years
ago until the present.
Throughout the last two volumes life proliferated
itself, creating an environment in which more complex
forms of life could emerge and prosper. Both life and
the capacity to support life increased millenia after
millenia. Man entered the scene in a planet that was
biologically very rich indeed. To that organic richness
he contributed little. Indeed, in certain localities over
limited periods of time, his treatment of his environment was quite destructive. But only when we reach the
last letter of the last word on the last page does he turn
the tide against life. Only then does man begin the process of killing the planet. What is astonishing is that all
that has been produced over a billion years is so vulnerable to destruction by this latecomer to the scene.
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Yet it should not surprise us that what takes so long
to create can be so easily destroyed. It took only a moment for an assassin's bullet to destroy the complex
richness of the life of a John F. Kennedy or a Martin
Luther King. That richness of thought, will, and feeling
had been many years in the making, but it depended on
an organic base that could be destroyed almost instantaneously. The life of the planet similarly depends on
a physical base which, now that its secrets have been
mastered by man, is vulnerable to his destruction. For
at least a hundred years and with accelerating acceleration, we are now destroying it. The eleventh volume
may recount the much poorer story of a lifeless planet.
This perspective on ourselves is important because
of the profound illusions we Westerners, and especially
we Americans, have entertained about our natural environment. We have supposed, consciously or unconsciously, that it is inexhaustible and indestructible. Of
course, we have known that a few species of wild life
were becoming extinct and that here and there we had
turned fertile fields into dust-bowls, but these were felt
as isolated phenomena having nothing to do with our
basic situation. We thought that we could learn lessons
from our mistakes and through ever-increasing scientific knowledge and technological skill advance to new
heights of prosperity and happiness. We might worry
about the loss of some prized moral and spiritual values,
but our pictures of future life were always in terms of
fantastic progress in science and technology, comfort
and prosperity. In this scenario, Nature was cast in the
role of supplier of limitless resources for our use and
enjoyment.
I have begun to realize only recently how fully I have
myself lived out of these basic assumptions. I used to
wonder idly where all the smoke and fumes went that
our industrial society belches into the air, but until I
came to California I was satisfied with the answer that
the wind blew it away. I used to wonder idly where all
the waste and sewage went that our hygienic culture so
quickly makes invisible, but until I saw Lake Erie I
was satisfied with the answer that it was caHied out to
sea. Atmosphere and ocean seemed inexhaustible in
their size. And in relation to the technology and industry of a hundred years ago, although theoretically
false, this may have been practically true. But no more.
The wedding of science and technology in the past
century has given man the power to transform the environment radically, not merely locally, but globally.
Today it is not the atmosphere over cities alone, but
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the planetary atmosphere that is polluted. Los Angeles
smog contaminates the air of Yellowstone, and the filth
that is breathed in Tokyo is blown across the Pacific
Ocean to be added to the vast local pollution in California. Life in the Atlantic Ocean may be reduced to
the level of that in Lake Erie within a decade or two.
The Pacific is likely to survive a little longer, although
the continental shelf near the United States and the
coral reefs and islands of the South Seas are already
threatened with extinction.

An Alternative to Complacency
Although in some respects our past actions have begun irreversible processes that must now run their
destructive course, for the most part, we could prevent
the further dying of the planet. We could call a halt to
the poisoning of air and water, for example. But this
would require the most drastic alteration of our economy. We would have to greatly reduce the gross national product, whose annual increase has been the aim
of every administration and the supposed measure of
our national health. It would require new types of communities far less dependent than ours on motor transportation and industrial products in general. It would
require drastic alteration of our individual goals, an
orientation of our lives around their contribution to
the life and future of the planet rather than ourselves,
our families, our nations, or even humanity.
Even this drastic and unforeseeable change of our
total style of life will be insufficient if population continues to increase as it has in the recent past. The world's
present population cannot be adequately fed without
the use of ecologically destructive chemicals in fertil izers and insecticides. Twice this population at the end
of the century could not but accelerate the process of
killing the planet in its desperate efforts to eke out a
living from what is left of water and soit. The survival
of man is bound up with the necessity of stabilizing and
even reducing our population.
Some of you will justifiably be thinking that my language is exaggerated. The poisoning of air and water ,
even when their probable side effects are taken into
consideration, probably will not destroy all life. The
inability of the planet to support its present human
population does not mean that man will necessarily become extinct, but only that in one way or another population will be drastically cut back - perhaps by famine,
perhaps by pestilence, perhaps by war.
The problem is complicated, however, by the fact
that man does have at his disposal weapons capable of
exterminating the human race along with man's animal
cousins. Since Hiroshima and Nagasaki we have lived
under the threat of a new kind of war. Thus far the
balance of terror has worked, and the bombs have not
been used again. We survived the Cuban confrontation,
and we may survive the confrontation in the Middle
East.
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But can we really expect that the balance of terror
will forever restrain the use of atomic weapons as they
spread into more and more hands? Will nations facing
genocidal annihilation or wholesale starvation restrain
themselves so that others may survive?
How do we react to this somber picture of our situation? Let me speak for myself while you formulate your
own answer. My first and most common reaction is refusal of serious belief. The individual facts I may not
be able to dispute, but I deny to myself that the situation
is really that bad. The authorities with all the power
and knowledge at their disposal will certainly take care
of it. I should put in my two cents worth on this issue as
on others to salve my conscience and to bolster my selfimage as a concerned citizen, but beyond that, I shall
conduct business as usual, assuming that the future will
be much like the past, putting out of my mind the truly
apocalyptic threat under which we live.
However, there are times when the recognition of
the planet's dying breaks through my defenses . Then
my reaction tends to be one of despair. If present trends
lead toward the lessening of the quality of human life,
must we not realistically accept the lessened quality of
human life as inevitable? What use is it to attempt the
impossible task of altering the course of history, especially when my influence is so slight?
It is important to recognize the great similarity of
these two responses of complacency and despair. Their
results are almost identical. They let me off the hook. I
am left free to eat, drink, and be merry - or more realistically, to enjoy my family, my friends, and my work
- for there is no real problem to whose solution I am
called to contribute. Either others will solve it or it is
insoluble. My attention can be directed toward the more
immediate and manageable issues of daily living.
My title is "Hope on a Dying Planet." Realistic hope
represents a third alternative to complacency and despair. The man who hopes can view the threat unflinchingly. He does not deny its seriousness either in his
thoughts or in his feelings . Yet his hope is the refusal
of despair. The man who hopes is the man who seeks
openings, assumes responsibility, endures failure after
failure, and still seeks new openings for fresh efforts .
In the depths of a depression Franklin Delano Roosevelt once said that the only thing we had to fear was
fear itself. Today, we might say analogously, our only
hope is hope itself. If we react in complacency or despair, there is no hope for human survival. If, instead, we
hope, the future lies before us, full of uncertainties and
desperate risks, yet containing also hope.
But how can there be hope? To tell ourselves to hope
in order that there be hope is, in the long run, futile .
Hope rests on something other than its own usefulness.
A partial answer is that hope is a matter of temperament or disposition, something to be dealt with, if at all,
by psychologists. Perhaps such a temperament is closely
connected with the basic trust one develops in early
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months of his life when he is fortunate in his maternal
care.
But there are other grounds of hope, grounds we can
call existential, or religious, or even theological. In
some measure hope is a function of what we believe, and
in this cosmic and global crisis, it is most clearly a function of what we believe ultimately and comprehensively.
The Psalmist speaking in my text is clear that our
hope is in the Lord and his mercy. He found none in
the analysis of historical trends. His picture of the Lord
is anthropomorphic - rather crudely so for our taste.
He is viewed as an omnipotent figure standing outside
the processes of nature and history and controlling them
so as to help those who hope in his mercy.
Few of us can live out of that vision of reality, and its
collapse in the last three centuries seems to have removed the grounds of hope for many people. In much
of our youth culture, hope is focused on short-term goals
and easily shattered when these are not realized. The
quest for kicks, or mystical meaning or celebration of
life in the present moment, is in part an expression of
the loss of hope, a loss we older people have bequeathed
to our children. Is there, nevertheless, for us also a
ground of hope somehow equivalent to that of the
Psalmist?

Our Hope is in More than Hope Itself
I cannot speak for all men, or for all religious men,
or even for all Christians. But for myself the answer is
"yes." The fact that, when chemical conditions make it
possible, life appears, with growth and reproduction,
means to me that there is that in reality that calls life
forth and forward and strives against the forces of inertia and death. The fact that the human psyche is capable of being claimed by truth and touched by concern
for fellow human beings means to me that there is that
in reality that calls forth honesty and love and strives
against the retreat into security, narrow interests, and
merely habitual behavior. This power works slowly
and quietly, by persuasion, not calling attention to itself. It does not present itself for observation by biologist or psychologist, yet it is presupposed · in both the
organism he studies and in his own faithful pursuit of
truth. It is not to be found somewhere outside the organisms in which it is at work, but it is not to be identified with them either. We can conceive it best as Spirit.
For me it is the belief in this Spirit, the giver of life
and love, that is the ground of hope. In spite of all the
destructive forces man lets loose against life on this
planet, the Spirit of Life is at work in ever new and unforeseeable ways, countering and circumventing the
obstacles man puts in its path. In spite of my strong
tendencies to complacency and despair, I experience
the Spirit in myself as calling forth the realistic hope
apart from which there is no hope, and I am confident
that what I find in myself is occurring in you as well.
Because I believe that what makes for life and love
and hope is not simply my decision or yours, but a Spirit
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that moves us both, I do not have to suppose that my
own efforts are of great consequence in order to believe
them to be worthwhile. I can recognize that they may
even be futile or misdirected and still persist in them as
long as no clearer light is given. For I see what I do as
part of something much greater, something in which
each of you participates also, to whatever extent each
sensitively responds to the insights and opportunities
that come his way. Belief in the Spirit is belief that I
am not alone; that in working for life and love in hope
I am working with something much greater than myself;
that there are possibilities for the future that cannot be
simply projected out of the past; that even my mistakes
and failures may be woven into a healing pattern of
which I can not now form any conception.
The openness of the future, the occurrence of the unpredictable, the surprising fruition of forgotten seeds,
have been illustrated for me quite recently in regard to
the ecology/population crisis. I myself have been aware
of its seriousness only since the summer of 1969. Yet
even that summer and fall one who was concerned felt
like a voice crying in the wilderness. No popular national magazine had taken up the issue. The church seemed
silent. Politicians avoided the question. Only a few
weary ecologists, nature lovers, and demographers kept
up the apparently fruitless struggle to alert the nation
before it was too late. The very word, "ecology," was
hardly known.
Then abruptly, that winter, everything changed. The
news media took it up. New organizations arose and
others gained fresh vitality. Politicians vied with each
other to show their concern. Ecologists and naturalists
were in great demand. Ecology became a household
word, and cars sprouted bumper stickers about the population explosion.
Cynics suggest that as the novelty wears off we dogooders will again turn our attention elsewhere - to
some new movement, program, or cause. There is some
evidence this is already occurring. One hears flippant
talk of someone's having taken his eco-trip and being
ready now for something- else.
At a superficial level this is inevitable. As soon as
one moves from description of the problems to proposals of action we lose much of our confidence and conviction. No one really knows enough to answer our
questions. Economists and ecologists still speak at cross
purposes, and we must listen to both. This issue is tied
up with every other issue, and any step we take toward
its solution has ramifications in other areas that are
often bitter indeed. One reason some of the energy that
was once directed to the cause of racial justice shifted to
ecology was that issues of race have become so complex
and frustrating that the struggle gives the White idealist
very little satisfaction. The struggle for survival is passing already into a similar stage. Based on past experience, the prospect of sustained effort on the part of
masses of men and women is poor. But the future need
not repeat the past. That depends on us, on our ability
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to maintain a realistic hope. If we refuse to be distracted,
face the difficulties, recognize the complex interrelations of all our problems, and endure, there is reason
for hope.
There is danger, of course, in focusing attention on a
single issue and raising it as the one of supreme importance. That seems to detract from the importance of
other issues. Those who are struggling for the rights of
Blacks, Browns, Reds, students, or women, or for freedom in Greece and the Soviet Union, or for the survival
of Israel or justice for Arab refugees, or for peace in
Southeast Asia, feel abandoned and cheated when their
erstwhile allies move on to another cause while these
battles are far from won.

The Spirit ofLife and Love and Hope
The situation has been pictured as if the world were
a ship on a long voyage. The ship has first class and
steerage. The crew direct their attention to the comforts
of the first class passengers, who have plenty of space,
luxurious accommodations, and superabundant food of
great delicacy and richness. In steerage men and women
are crowded and uncomfortable. The food is tasteless
and poorly cooked. Some suffer from malnutrition.
Contagious diseases break out, and medical help is inadequate. Tempers are high, and fights occur. First
class passengers occasionally look down on the steerage
deck below with amusement and even with pity, but for
the most part they prefer to forget the existence of these
other passengers and enjoy the gracious living for
which they have paid, along with their cultivated companions. The fact that most of the steerage pa11sengers
are of different cultures and races makes this easier.
Many of the steerage passengers dream of someday
transferring to first class, and a few even succeed in
doing so. But most resign themselves to the impossibility of such a move. They live in impotent envy, taking out their anger on each other. However, a few
among them begin whispering that this is unnecessary.
Why should they be crowded and poorly fed when there
is so much space and food wasted on other decks? Why
not share all the space and food equally?
Many pooh-pooh the idea as impossible, but others
listen. Of these, some want to seize by force the space
and food they need, while others propose appealing to
the innate sense of fair play on the part of the first class
passengers. At first these win out, and a few changes
result from their humble and modest requests. The food
supply and medical attention are improved. The first
class passengers expect gratitude, but in fact the slight
success only intensifies the demands for an equal share.
I will not detail the struggle as it grows bloody and
bitter. The crew is called in by the first class passengers
to maintain order and guarantee their privileges - for
which, after all, they have paid. And the crew obliges
with all too little reluctance. The few first class passengers who sympathize with the steerage passengers are
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increasingly ostracized. More important, many of the
children of the first class passengers believe in the
cause of the steerage passengers and try to help them.
Several times during the struggle the news is heard
that the boat has sprung a leak. A few members of the
crew are dispatched to see about it. They report that it
is not too large a leak yet, although it is growing. Most
suppose that the captain will see to it, and they go about
their business and pleasure. But the captain is too busy
trying to keep order, and the few who keep inquiring
about the leak are ignored.
The untended leak becomes larger. Some of the ship's
supplies are soaked in salt water and ruined. Even the
boat's speed is slightly affected. New leaks begin to
appear. Although life continues luxurious in first
class, some notice that the ship lists a little. Some of
the shipboard games are adversely affected. Shuffleboard is abandoned. More voices are raised about the
urgency of action, but when the crew shoot some of the
children, a new controversy breaks out which distracts
attention.
The first class passengers feel guilty about the killing
of these children, but they cannot bring themselves to
admit that they are in the wrong. They devote their
energies to self-justification. The children are deeply
hurt by this attitude of their parents. Until now they
have felt that the ideals on which they have acted were
those of their parents as well, and that if only the parents saw the situation clearly they would aid the steerage passengers instead of using force against them. With
far less confidence the steerage passengers have shared
this hope. But the willingness of the parents to kill their
own children in order to maintain their privileges and
their subsequent justification of this act are profoundly
disillusioning. A few turn to unalloyed violence. Most
relapse into angry but lethargic resignation.
The ship continues to list. Almost everyone recognizes it now. But in the aftermath of the intense emotions generated by the other conflicts, no one seems to
care very much. Leaders vie with each other to announce their concern, but none dare to speak realistically of the risk or of the vast cost of dealing with it. The
people have no stomach for great sacrifices. Their
idealism is spent.
This is where we are now. What happens next is still
unsettled. We may continue to fragment into disgruntled and frustrated minorities while the frantic efforts of
our leaders to hold us together leave little energy to
deal with the spreading leaks. Only when the water
covers the lower decks will the passengers turn their
attention too late to the problems of a sinking ship.
With bitter mutual recriminations they will struggle
for places in the inadequate lifeboats, while the sinking
ship carries most to their death.
Another possibility is that crew and first class passengers somehow wall off part of the ship in such a way that
when the lower decks are filled with water, the steerage
passengers, drowned, and most of the supplies, lost, the
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ship can stay just barely afloat, and many of the first
class passengers can survive, although at a level of
subsistence inferior to that of the steerage passengers
when the boat was intact.
A third possibility is that the ship's captain, as a man
of wisdom and courage, will persuade all the passengers
of the necessity of immediate massive action. Unnecessary supplies are then quickly thrown overboard, including many of the weapons used by the crew to control the steerage passengers. All able-bodied men join
together in a massive effort to pump out the water and
repair the leaks. In the process, the mutual antagonisms
subside. New leadership patterns are established. All
the passengers and the crew as well become a single
community living frugally but harmoniously together.
Granted, only a miracle could realize this third possibility. Politicians would have to refrain from playing
upon the mutual antagonisms of our polarized society
and challenge us to extremely unpopular sacrifices.
And masses of people would have to vote for and follow
these politicians. Business and industry would have to
adopt entirely new criteria by which to measure achievements, and all of us, dependent on the present system
for our luxuries, would have to accept a far simpler
style of life. Is all that really possible? To believe it is,

is to believe even beyond all evidence in the power of
the Spirit of Life and Love and Hope.
Belief in the Spirit is no grounds for complacency.
There is no guarantee that men will respond to the
Spirit's promptings in sufficient numbers and with
sufficient sensitivity to begin the healing of the planet.
But there is the possibility. The future can be different
from the past. Therefore there is hope. While there is
life, there is hope.
The Psalmist spoke of hope in the Lord. I have spoken of hope in the Spirit. There is no conflict. The Lord
is the Spirit.
We Christians have called the Spirit of Life and Love
and Hope Holy, and we have affirmed that the Holy
Spirit is God. Perhaps that language bothers some of
you. Perhaps we who are older have spoiled for some
who are younger the word "God" that has been so precious to us. Perhaps the Spirit now calls us to trust the
Reality while giving up the language we have used to
name it. I do not think so, but certainly the name is not
of first importance.
What is of first importance is that each of us grounds
his life in the basis for realistic hope and that he attends
to that in reality which makes for life and love.

Music

Sounds from the New Soundscape
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y WILLIAM F. EIFRIG, JR.

Sometimes life is just like a grade-B movie. At the very moment all seems lost, the lone brave defender looks up
from his bleaguered position and -the cavalry has arrived!
There I was, resigned to being a crotchety old malcontent in a philistine world when I found standing beside me a
young man whose words ring not only with the vigor of youth but also with the authority of wisdom.
R. Murray Schafer is a Canadian composer who must be one of the best things to have happened to Canada recently. But I am not now citing him for his compositions (I haven't heard them). Rather, I cite him here for his writing
and teaching.
In his slim booklet, The New Soundscape, Schafer includes a collage of quotat~ons as a stimulus to teachers' and students' thoughts. I shall do something like the same with Schafer's own thoughts, hoping that they may strike your
mind and imagination with the same invigorating force they struck me - like the sounds of the bugles of the cavalry.
Music is sounds , sounds around us whether
we're in or out of concert halls .... Today all
sounds belong to a continuous field of possi·
bilities lying within the comprehensive dominion of music .... It may be that we will
not like all the tunes of this new music. and
that too will be good. For together with other
forms of pollution. the sound sewage of our
contemporary environment is unprecedented
in human history . .
I am about to suggest that the time has
come in the development of music when we
will have to be concerned as much with the
prevention of sounds as with their production
.. . . With the intensity of the sound barrage
going on all around . it has become fashionable
to speak of silence. Therefore, let us speak
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of silence. We miss it ..
Any reappraisal of music will have a good
deal to say about noise; for noise is sound we
have been trained to ignore ... . Noise is any
undesired sound signal.
We may still
speak of periodic and non-periodic sounds to
distinquish between two quite different qualities of sound ; but we must reserve judgment
as to whether they are music or noise until
we determine whether they constitute part
of the message intended to be heard or are
miscellaneous interferences to it... .
It is time to get acquainted with a new
subject: Forensic Acoustics. the study of the
growing number of noise-nuisance and ear·
damage cases taken to court. . .. Amplifiers
are now available of sufficient strength to

push sounds right past the threshold of pain
. . . . During the Middle Ages the Pied Piper
of Hamlin lured his victims off to their de·
struction by the irresistibly sweet tones of
his flute. Today's sadist with his amplifier
can kill his victims on the spot.

Forensic Acoustics
The extremely loud noises seem to glut the
brain's sensation-receiving capacity making
it impossible for the human being to function
is known by police departments which now
use sirens to bring riots to a standstill . . .
A society which experiments with sounds of
humanly destructive intensities in the military lab cannot seriously expect the nastier
of its private citizens not to participate in
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vengeful amusements in whatever ways are
at hand . .
You remember we mentioned that cats
could hear sounds up to 60 ,000 cycles, which
. Using
gives them quite an edge on us .
electronic instruments you could easily write
a symphony for cats that would be completely inaudible for us , and I suppose some day
someone will have the bright inspiration of
doing just that, though the indifferent cats
will probably not make very good patrons
of such music .. . .
Maybe there are mathematically perfect
sounds in the universe which have always
been sounding. And if so, perhaps we could
never hear them just because they are so perfect. . . . What I'm saying is merely what those
ancient scholars believed , that a perfect sound
would be perceived by us as silence! If something is with you all your lives you take it
for granted because you can't get outside to
measure it.
Well , perhaps it 's somewhat
the same with the Music of the Spheres . It
is perfect and our 'music is just an imperfect
human attempt to recreate it. It sounds religious. Is that bad? . ..
Since the invention of electronic equipment for the transmission and storage of
sound, any natural sound , no matter how
tiny , can be blown up and shot around the
world , or packaged on tape or record for the
generations of the future. We have split the
sound from the makers of the sound . This
dissociation I call schizophonia, and if I
use a word close in sound to schizophrenia
it is because I want very much to suggest to
you the same sense of aberration and drama
that this word evokes, for the developments
of which we are speaking have had profound
effects on our lives .. ..
Modern life has been ventriloquized.

Through broadcasting and recording the
binding relationship between a sound and the
person making it has been dissolved. Sounds
have been torn from their natural sockets
and given an amplified and independent
existence.
. And as the cry broadcasts
distress , the loudspeaker communicates
Throughout previous life there
anxiety.
has always been a correspondence between
the physiological activity of producing a
sound and the psychological qualities we attribute to it. There is a big energy output in
a loud sound , a tensing in a high sound, a
relaxing in a low sound and so forth .... And
since we produce these sounds with our bodies
we have an instinctive sympathetic feeling
when others produce them for our benefit
and pleasure.

Ventriloquy and Schizophonia
Today there is no relationship really between turning the volume dial on your radio
up or down and the state of affairs that results. Electronic music is composed almost
exclusively in this way . The composer sits
in front of the dials governing his amplifiers and oscillators. but the tiny pantomimic
dancing of his fingers bears little relationship
in physical terms to what he may be producing in sound . Will the consequences of this
schizophonic development be positive or
negative? I leave you this debate.
"Schizophonia" is supposed to be a nervous word. . . The most vital "musical"
composition of our time is being played on a
world stage. If we could reverse the figureground relationship. the cloistered hour a
week we call the music lesson would be quite
displaced by a much bigger music lesson the very cosmic symphony we ha:ve tried to

shut ourselves away from . Music is, after
all, nothing more than a collection of the most
exciting sounds conceived and produced by
successive generations of men with good
ears . . ..
In the introduction I suggested that we may
now have entered an era in which the prevention of sound may well be as important
as its production. It may be that we already
have too many sounds in the world for them
all to be heard to advantage. It may be that
some are ugly , boring, or simply unnecessary.
All motors share one important feature :
they are low-information , high-redundancy
sounds. That is to say, despite the intensity
of their voices , the messages they speak are
repetitive and ultimately boring . ... No sounds
contains less interesting information than
that of an airplane. Its only embellishment
is the Doppler effect. ... The big sound sewer
of the future will be the sky ....
And here in the center of it all , like a viola
in the finale of a trumpet and drum allegro ,
are the sounds of our own voices. We no longer sing in the streets of our cities. Even speaking is often a strain . Wh.at should be the most
vital sound of human existence is little by
little being crushed beneath the sounds which
we may quite accurately call"inhuman".
We are all in the world symphony . What
is not yet apparent is whether we are merely
part of its apparatus or the composers responsible for giving it form and beauty .
The universe is your orchestra. Let nothing
less be the territory of your new studies .
R. Murray Schafer. The New Soundscape,
Copyright BMI Canada Limited, 1969,
$2.50. Assigned to Berandol Music Limited,
Scarborough , Ontario. Canada. Used with
permission.

The Mass Media

An A. B . by T. V . .?

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------By RICHARD LEE
Dear Dr. Telementor:
Please excuse my failure to send feedback on the Venerable Bede
and Beowulf last week . We are suffering another brown-out
in Boswash , and my electronic information center has wheezed
to a rasp . As soon as ConEd empowers my Old English cassettes,
I shall be able to stand for the examination . Meanwhile,
could you please punch an Incomplete into my readout.
I should be very grateful.
Yours truly ,

s.u
Sophomedia Uebersetz
P.S. I just adored your slides on the Socratic Dialogues last cyberterm .
I hope to meet you someday.

There is apparently no rest for the wicked. As soon
as American colleges and universities get relief from
four or five years of student unrest, the center of the
climacteric shifts.

In the short run are enough problems: Funding the
universities, especially the private ones, in an inflationary recession. Making imaginative "cost effectiveness"
decisions. Cleansing the tenure system. Slowing the
descent of more institutions into the realm of public
utilities. Identifying the FBI agents. Enduring the
poisonous fall-out from the power struggle among administrators, trustees, governors, and legislators for
the control of the universities. Allaying the suspicion
of rationality among students and resisting the resurgent anti-intellectualism in America. And much more,
including, as time allows, the pursuit of truth, beauty,
and goodness.
In the longer run is another problem: The emergence of the "external degree." In short, a college education by TV. Sooner than we think, the juncture of
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cable TV, cassette TV, and the computer will put a semblance of a college education in reach of anyone with
the home equipment and the eyes to see and the ears
to hear. Such an "Open University" (Mr. Wilson's
"University of the Air") is now underway in England
with 25,000 students for starters.
Another problem? For some, the "external degree"
by TV is the solution of Solomon to many of the problems of higher education. It will , we are told, reverse
the ungainly growth of the ungovernable and anomie
institutions of higher education. Cut costs to a fraction .
Mitigate the deterioration of college teaching by putting
only the best teachers and the most vivid materials in
"front" of more students. Counter the deleterious effects
of the "youth culture" by keeping the young scattered
and closer to their home communities. And lift the level
of TV programming generally.
Now here is a melange of hope and hokum worth serious scrutiny. Here I take only a second look at the
above enthusiasms. Professor Parkinson could assure
us that the production and administration of the "hardware" (media) and "software" (messages) will only add
another complex subsystem to the present educational
system. And I should think the largest residential institution is less anomie than students in front of TV
sets. To date no economist has estimated ·the costs, personal and social , for the production and reception
equipment, correspondence, counseling centers, community data-banks, personnel , administration, and
evaluation of the "external degrees" - none of which
is likely to be as cheap as it seems.
Fragging the "youth culture" is a doubtful necessity.
Time, especially hard times, will temper whatever is
decadent in it, for there is really more of a "youth market'' than a "youth culture" among us. (And the last
time I looked, my students had already come from the
"youth culture" of their homes and high schools.) The
only seriously objectionable part of the "youth culture"
is its native American anti-intellectualism, and that
will hardly be lessened by isolating the young and glueing them one by one to TV sets.
Simply increasing the number of TV channels by
cable and turning some of them - and cassettes - over
to educational programming will not necessarily improve over-all TV programming. Neither taste nor
talent necessarily increase with technological advances .
Indeed, the greater the viewing options for special interests the deeper popular TV can wallow in the banal ,
boring, and boorish. The educational programs now
on NET, and even the decreasing number of documentaries and "specials" on commercial TV, are little watched and barely challenge the uses of the medium for diversion, consumer integration, and entertainment.
Certainly my puritan biases are clear. But I am not
here arguing, as I would elsewhere, for the desirability
of the residential life of the academic community to
undergird academic work. In truth barely a ritual of
sherry drinking with the chancellor lingers anywhere
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and there is little leisure for the amenities and civilities
of academic life. And I can understand if hardly agree
with my colleagues who would like nothing better than
to see their classrooms and studies bugged and a TV
cable stretched between themselves and the students
they behold as barbarians.
Nor am I questioning the use of electronic media for
information transfer. To the contrary, I am often saddened to see how many college teachers robotize themselves and ridicule their profession by doing that very
work themselves. Too many carry on as if there were
no books in print, much less the electronic revolution.
Probably my best college teacher was one who assigned
readings, mimeographed his lectures disputing the
readings, and simply began each class with the question : "Any questions?"

In Video Veritasl
Nor do I think that the "external degree" by TV will
be serious "competition" for present universities. In a
society as ridden with diplomaism as ours is, the "external degree" will only add a new rung to the status
ladder. The "external degree" will probably perch
somewhere between black teachers colleges in the south
and junior colleges in the north. It will be "better" than
night school and not so "good" as a state college. No
matter how excellent the training it may offer, it will
be the "lower middle class degree." Even now the rich
have governesses, the middle class has nursery schools,
and the lower middle class has Sesame Street. The poor,
alas, only have mothers.
The critical issue which the "external degree" presents is its bleak understanding of higher education:
Higher education is simply the delivery and drilling
of messages. Most media, especially TV, are excellent
for spreading information and driving it in, as every
propagandist knows. (The mass media are sometimes
loosely and, in my view, falsely called mass communications. Simply to receive messages is hardly communication - as the root meaning of the word reminds us.)
But what happens to higher education understood as
learning how to think well?
What we need before us now is the distinction between defining issues and solving problems. A TV program can present problems and teach solutions. But a
subtle miseducation occurs when the viewer is simply
integrated into the framework of the presented problem
and begins selecting one or more of the solutions. Much
miseducation very like this, of course, happens in colleges too . (I have nodded through enough baccalaureate
addresses, thinking fitfully about all those graduates
going out believing that "truth" is a solution to a problem or, worse, that "truth" always "lies somewhere in
between" one solution or another.)
It seems to me, however, that nothing less than personal participation in uncanned, unframed dialogue
can help anyone learn how to think well and to define
issues - out of which problems may indeed emerge re-
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qmrmg technical solutions. And defining issues requires human engagement, empathy, imagination, the
construction of models , evaluation, and the active use
of the intellect. No mere information transfer, preset
problems, or drills can achieve that - and they may
hinder it by ingraining bad habits.
Of course few will take an A.B. wholly by TV even if
we should come to live in totally wired cities. What will
happen in most cases is a mixture of "external degree"
work with residential degree work. The flow of students
from "external degree" work by TV to the campus and
back again would undoubtedly have a revolutionary
impact on residential higher education. Not-all these
influences would be negative, and I am not shouting
1984! -although that is likely the year of the first class
of TV graduates.
The education of a free mind, however, is a subtle
matter, slowly and rarely achieved, and every new
medium adds another bias to the understanding of man
and his world which needs to be noted well and correct-

ed for . In a world becoming increasingly synthetic,
edited for us by unknown others, and many more times
removed from our own experience, these biases need
critical examination more than ever. In the next decade
as the 120 residential hours, or something better, are
packaged for "external degree" work by TV, someone
ought to be thinking about the educational impact of
the packaging itself. Even if the medium is not the message, it is a large part of it and not easily deflected even
by the wary.
"External degree" work by TV has potential for good
to be sure. It also has potential for helping to raise up
still more thoroughly conditioned, undoubting, information glutted, task competent, unreflective, and insensitive beings. I know such men are the increasingly
likely "products" of our society and believed to be the
only men who in turn can "run" it as it is now headed.
But someone needs to keep asking how - and why these dominant and diminished men will go on living
when they get it there.

Political Affairs

To a Land that Never Was
-------------------------------------------------------------------------ByALBERTR.TROST

Always an occasion for a flight into fantasy, the
celebration of St. Patrick's Day in the United States
seemed more unreal this year than ever. As Chicago,
Boston, and New York mounted mammoth civic celebrations (which could be attacked as diversions of attention from the disadvantaged social groups and the
urban problems of those large cities) the news from
Ireland mocked the attempt to escape into fantasy.
In the Republic of Ireland a "state of emergency" was
in effect to meet the rumored threat of a plot by "republican extremists" to kidnap high Irish officials and commit other acts of violence. Three British soldiers were
slain outside Belfast in Northern Ireland. During the
last two years many have been killed and hundreds
injured in violent disorders that have been especially
virulent in the six counties that are still part of the United
Kingdom.
It is not only the Ireland of today that challenges
the myths. Picturesque countryside was not enough
to hold many Irishmen of yesteryear to the "old sod."
When other countries are now trying to defuse the
"population bomb," Ireland, a Roman Catholic country,
has the enviable record of having halved its population
in the last hundred years. This was accomplished mainly
by emigrations prompted by poverty, famine, and
Protestant discrimination. What the emigrants left
(and what still remains) was an underdeveloped country
next-door to the birthplace of the Industrial Revolution.
In fact, the analogy to poor, newly-independent nations
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America is not misplaced.
Ireland was treated as a colony by the British for many
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years. Although the British had been in Ireland since
1297, their rule was not consolidated until the end of the
Stuart dynasty in the 1680's. For two hundred years
they treated Ireland as a colony, bringing in British
settlers, using a British administration, and operating
under British law and language. The British settler
and administrator was on top of the social system, followed by an Anglo-Irish aristocracy and middle class,
with the Gaelic peasant dead yon the bottom. Perhaps the
clearest difference between the experiences of Ireland
as a British colony and African and Asian colonies is
that the British dominated Ireland so much longer and
were able to do a much more thorough job of eliminating the indigenous culture.
Ireland was the last white possession of Britain to get
its independence, coming late enough to be grouped
with the emerging nations of the Southern Hemisphere.
A fonn of independence was achieved rather violently
in 1922. The Irish, in the tenns of the treaty, still had to
recognize the British monarch as chief of state, under a
Dominion status. This status was not fonnally changed
untill949.
With independence coming so late, and after such a
long period of domination by another culture, it was
inevitable that national independence would be stated
in a radical fashion. The Easter "rising" of 1916 and the
violent civil war after 1919, especially its anti-British
nature, became both the assertion and the symbol of
nationhood.
Since only fifty years have past since these events, and
many partipants in these events are still living, one
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cannot expect that the symbols would have lost their
potency. Three factors have been particularly important
in maintaining the violent and anti-British associations
of the symbols of national independence.
One factor is the legitimate party system in the Republic
of Ireland. The present governing party, Fianna Fa'il,
sees itself as the party of the Irish Revolution. Although
it is dedicated to conservative policies within the parliamentary framework, its politicians and platforms
establish their legitimacy through the use of revolutionary symbols. A second factor keeping the symbols
alive is the existence of the Irish Republican Army
and its political arm, the Sinn Fe'in. This organization
is the most violent and the most anti-British in its
rhetoric. From time to time it manages to act out the
rhetoric. The third factor is the continued presence
of the British in Northern Ireland which gives the
symbol an immediate reference.
The conflicts in Ireland are prone to be violent
whether the conflict is between Protestants and Roman
Catholics (as was the structure of the conflict until four
months ago), or between the British Army and the
Catholics, or between the British Army and the I.R.A.
(the present structure of the conflict). That violent characteristic corresponds to the nature of the original
independence struggle and gives the opportunity for
an immediate, though vicarious, participation in the
civil war. The fact that there are now nearly 10,000 British
troops in Ulster makes the reference even clearer. The
fact that they are there to keep Protestant and Roman
Catholic Ulstermen apart makes little difference for
their symbolic importance.

Of course, if Ireland were the happy, prosperous,
extroverted utopia of the St. Patrick's day celebrations
in the United States, the violent, anti-British symbols
would be irrelevant. In fact, Ireland is introverted and
underdeveloped. Almost a third of its population earns
a living from the soil, one of the largest agricultural
sectors in Europe. Seventy percent of the farms are under
fifty acres. Dublin is the only city over 100,000. Ireland's
major literary figures have left Ireland to write because of
the parochial intellectual climate in Ireland. The Roman
Catholic hierarchy of Ireland may be the most conservativein Europe.
Although Ireland has copied the British parliamentary
government, popularly elected bodies in Ireland at
the national and local levels have largely abdicated
power to technocrats in the civil service. The civil service
in tum , has been unable to generate any long-range
development plan for Ireland that might make the picture
more optimistic. It is in this kind of situation, especially in underdeveloped states, that nationalstic symbols
take on importance- and especially when these symbols
focus hostility against an enemy.
Social conflict and human misery in Ireland are not
at unusually high levels compared with most of the
world, such as, for instance, American cities. There is
nevertheless something eerie about American big-city
mayors who annually lead us on a one-day magical
mystery tour to a land that never was. Either we should
go on a real tour with our eyes open and learn something
of the social problems that afflict us all, or stay at home
and face our own urban realities, or follow Alice into
Wonderland. At least the last is an honest escape.

The Theatre

Our Time on Trial
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------By WALTER SORELL

In the wake of the post-war period the documentary
play rose to new significance. This, no doubt, has to do
with the fever of our uncertainties, with our disgust of
today, with our fears of tomorrow. Reality has become
more fictional than its imagined counterpart on stage
could ever be. In our fast-paced time, suspended between cataclysmic events as it seems to be, man has become more hungry for information, not for enlightenment; for inside information, not for insight.
The fact is that the documentary play flourishes
again. It was with us after the depression as The Living
Newspaper. After World War I the defeated Germans
gave us the political theatre of Erwin Piscator and
Bertolt Brecht. After World War II it took the Germans
more than a decade to shake off their trauma before
giving new impetus to the documentary drama. Rolf
Hochhuth started it in The Deputy with his ]'Accuse
of Pope Pius XII for having done nothing to save the
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lives of millions of innocent people. Peter Weiss's The
Investigation restaged the drama held in a German
court in 1964 when twenty-one persons were on trial
for having participated in the murder of four million
people at the concentration camp of Auschwitz between
1941 and 1945. Heinar Kipphardt based his court drama,
In Matters f. Robert Oppenheimer, on the protocols
of the investigating committee that sat in judgment on
Oppenheimer's dilemma.
These are only a few of the more outstanding documentary plays of, or rather for, our time. It is not mere
coincidence that Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee
who, many years ago, presented an unforgettable documentary, Inherit the Wind, depicting the battle with
bigotry in the famous monkey trial, have now turned in
their (which is also our) despair to The Night Thoreau
Spent in fail. In this play, produced by the Arena Stage
in Washington, we are made to realize that Thoreau's
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concerns are our concerns again (or still), and that the
rights to be the humans we are must be defended time
and again. Although it is not a perfect play, as it contains only basic material for a character study, the implications and parallels with our own time are inevitably clear and, at points, even made too obvious.
Most recently the same Arena Stage recreated the
Pueblo incident, a documentary drama by Stanley R.
Greenberg. Its theatricality is amazing, even though as
a play it is still wanting. The historic events are reenacted chronologically, and Gene Frankel, the director, used the arena stage ingeniously to involve the
audience. But the intermingling of the actual drama
with the naval and Congressional hearings did not
strengthen the dramatic conflict, except perhaps by
making us gain more insight into the schizophrenic
state of our governmental and military establishment.
Apropos. Father Daniel Berrigan's The Trial of the
Catonsville Nine is the prime example of the documentary and political play as a court drama. It is a truthful
translation of life. Its direction by Gordon Davidson at
the Good Shepherd-Faith Church near Lincoln Center
only underlined its highly moral quality. When the

theatre asks such ultimate questions as "Are you your
brother's keeper?," then there is no better stage for it
than the area around the altar. When men of conscience
have acted and spoken, what are you going to do about
the war crimes committed in the name of peace? Can
you walk out of this play debating with yourself and
your friends whether you were entertained and hvw
much you enjoyed the play?

And YetThe Times are Inexhaustibly Good
Bertolt Brecht demanded from the epic play (which
in its best fictional garment is the most militant documentary play) that its audience should be forced to take
a stand and decide on a verdict. In other words, that
the audience should not be moved only, but moved to
act. Probably Father Berrigan did not think in Brechtian terms when writing this play, but the Catonsville
Nine Judge makes us realize that the human law which
must convict the Catonsville Nine also goes against
deeply held human values. (Judge: "As a man, I would
be a very funny sort if I were not moved by your sincerity on the stand, and by your views.")
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Father Berrigan wrote in terms of a Greek tragedy.
The outcome of this court drama was never in doubt.
The audience is familiar with the ending of the play.
The factual myths were in no way surprising to the
Greeks, as little as the facts of our life are mythical to
us. What happened to them happens to us: While witnessing the unfolding of human compassion and courage we are overcome by the total realization of shame
for being a part of this society of ours and by the humiliating feeling of pride to be a brother to those Nine
who were strong enough to say Yes to sacred life and No
to the lie of political power. ("We have not been able to
let sacred life and total death live together quietly
within us. People are sacred, they are absolutely ends
in themselves, they cannot be used as means.")
The play is only moving if and/or when reality is
moving. It only makes sense if we take life as seriously
as death and the existence of God as a reality to Whom
and, what is more important, for Whom we are responsible. This is the play's and life's message.
As a young boy during World War I , I lived in Austria. I then wondered whether the Italian priests also

blessed their soldiers and their soldiers' flags as the
Austrian priests did - and what God might think when
the blood-stained flags on both sides would be deserted
by their dead soldiers. I no longer wonder. I was only
reminded of my teenaged curiosity when I saw this
play and pondered over its final lines spoken by Daniel
Berrigan: "The times are inexpressively evil and yet and yet - the times are inexhaustibly good."
Sometimes the times are so frightful and evil that
we are put to shame by those plays which document
their frightful evil. Or haven't the times not always been
evil and frightful somewhere in the world, and it is we
who cannot bear an existence that is constantly aware
of the existence of God to and for Whom we are responsible? This is, I guess, why we must escape so often
ourselves by seeking out plays which entertain us and
by thinking the doubtful thought that we are only human.
I will report to you about some of these plays next
month. After all, life must go on like the show it is
which, as you certainly have heard, must go on. Only
sometimes I wonder why and why we think so.

------------------------------------------------------------------------ByRICHARD H.W. BRAUER

Left and Above: Frederick L. Frey, PROPOSALS FOR
LARGE SCALE SCULPTURE, 1971 , Cor-Ten steel.
Right: FIGURE GROUP, 1971 , 25 " high, Cor-Ten steel.
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See-ing

By CHARLES VANDEIISEE

Uncommon Commonness
This month's column is being written in lieu of
Xeroxing my office door and is intended primarily
for readers who are not in regular and serious communication with college students.
On my office door is the ad for John Gardner's
"Common Cause" organization which appeared in newspapers around the country back in January.
Common Cause seems to me a long-overdue phenomenon, concerned as it is "not with the advancement
of special interests but with the well-being of the nation."
We have a Congress, of course, designed for that purpose, but we have been programmed over several
score years to limit our expectations on that front.
"When the state is negligent in its duty, then someone
has to act." As reported in Time, that is the voice of one
of the Michigan billboard-choppers, an Ann Arbor
teenager pointing out. that the state wasn't enforcing
its own five-year-old ban. John Gardner couldn't have
expressed it better himself: the basic reason for founding
Common Cause.
Meanwhile, I have Gardner's choice words on my
office door, and the interesting thing is that the ad has
not remained in its native state. It has been subjected
to commentary, evidently by nocturnal passers-by,
Cabell Hall being a building that stays open and lit
24 hours a day. So far at least five distinct hands have
appeared.
The first commentator takes issue with the heading of
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the ad, "Everybody's organized but the people," and its
subsequent appeal for a "citizen's lobby." "Hopeless
idealism," he or she has written. "What do you think
this is, a Democracy?"
The second writer, using a bright orange felt tip pen,
challenges this skepticism. "Think of Ralph Nader hopeless idealism?" And adds an accusing prod to the
presumed escapism of commentator number one: "An
excuse for laziness?"
Then comes along a long-winded third party. I am
omitting his appended apology for bad spelling (which
I have corrected), and you will note that the apology
should also have covered subject-verb malocclusion.
"Does not 5,000 years of human history testify to the
'hopelessness' of all 'idealism'; for instance, did not
the idealism of Christ ultimately end in the jingoism
of the Crusades; the iniquity of the Inquisition (etc.,
et al.)?"
After which, still in the same hand, appears a cheerless
quatrain ascribed to Herman Melville, that very paradigm of longwindedness:
"Indolence is heaven's ally here
And energy the child of hell.
The good man pouring from his pitcher clear
But brims the poison well."
After which, a final melancholy postscript concluding the case presented by our very pessimistic contributor number three: "6 million children die of
hunger every year."
Number four, a cynic after my own heart, observes :
"Common Cause will convince its supporters of the
futility of working in the system and of the futility of
itself."
And the last step is succinctly taken by the fifth
respondent: Common Cause "will thus serve the people
by providing a framework in which they can radicalize
themselves before they know it!"
There you have it so far. I trouble you with this transcription for only one reason. It gathers up in dialogue
form one of the central concerns of students at my
university and most: the perplexing question of whether
to work within the system, or withdraw in disgust, or to
wor.k strenuously at radicalizing Americans and overhauling the system.
Utopia they are not looking for, these students. Let
us be quite clear on that - as regular and serious communication with them would make amply plain to a
listener. What they are looking for in their fellow
Americans is just decency, clear sight, some good sense,
and a greater willingness to confront problems rather
than evade them. A common enough cause.
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Editor-At-Large

By JOHN ST RIETELMEIEII

Selective Conscientious Objection
The laws of the United States provide that conscien iious
objectors to war may be assigned to noncombatant duty
or to other work in the national interest as an alternative
to combat duty. Under recent decisions of the Supreme
Court, this right of conscience has been recognized even
in the case of citizens who have no traditionally religious
basis for their objections, so long as they are able to
demonstrate that they are acting under some kind of
imperative which is, for them , inviolable. But for everybody who claimed the privileges of conscientious objection the rule of law had been that their objections must
be to war itself (all wars at all times and in all circumstances), and not merely to particular wars. Many of us
had hoped that the time would come when the ancient
philosophical and theological distinction between just
and unjust wars would be recognized in our law as a
privilege of the citizen which the State would undertake
to respect. Unhappily, the opposite is now the case. In
a recent decision, the Supreme Court, with only Justice
Douglas dissenting, held that our laws recognize no right
of selective conscientious objection; the conscientious
objection which our laws respect is conscientious objection to war as war, and not to particular wars.
As an interpreter of the intent of the Congresses which
have written legislation pertaining to conscientious
objection, the Court was undoubtedly right. There is
nothing in the record, so far as I have been able to determine, that indicates that Congress has ever given serious
thought to allowing draft-eligible young men to pass
judgment on the acceptability of any particular war.
Indeed, the issue itself had not been seriously raised
by any considerable number of people until this present
war in Indochina. It was not until the Civil War that we
drafted young men to man our armies, and in the major
wars since that time there has been widespread agreement that these wars (World Wars I and II and Korea)
were "just" wars, in the sense that they presented no
particular problems of conscience which were not inherent in all wars. Indeed, I suppose that most of us who
fought in World War II did so with a kind of feeling
of moral obligation; you just can't let bastards like Hitler
go on gassing Jews.
But Indochina is something else. It is possible to make
an impressive case for the contention that it is an illegal
war, that it began with the usurpation by the executive
of a privilege of the Congress. It is, quite clearly, an unwinnable war. And the amount of destruction which
we have wrought in that unhappy peninsula is manifestly
out of all proportion to whatever good we might reasonMay, 1971

ably hope to achieve for ourselves or for the people
of Indochina.
Misgivings of this sort have led many people, and I
am one of them, to the conclusion that they can neither
participate in nor otherwise support this war. But it is
this particular war that we oppose. We can conceive of
circumstances in which we would fight to defend this
land of ours against invasion or to encompass the destruction of some new Hitler or Stalin whose victims
appeal to the conscience of humanity. We are not, in
other words, pacifists. We are protesters of the obscenity
of the senseless and inhuman war we have been waging
in Indochina and of the brutalization to which we have
subjected large numbers of our own young men in the
process.
Those of us protesters who are Christian believe that
we stand in the mainstrean of the Christian tradition
in distinguishing between just and unjust wars, and we
believe that the necessity to make and honor that distinction is a moral imperative. We are troubled in conscience when we try to square this war with the Augustinian criteria that it be lawfully undertaken by a prince
andcarriedon by a regular soldiery; that it be undertaken
only under the stress of the direst necessity (as even
pagan Cicero insisted); that it be waged in self-defense
or in defense of civilization; and that it be intended to
inflict punishment or to secure reparation for injury or
to carry out an express commandment of God. Those of
us who are Lutheran recognize that these criteria were
restated by Luther, who also maintained that there
were such things as just and unjust wars. Indeed, I knew
of this distinction by the time I had finished eight grades
of a Lutheran parochial school.
St. Thomas Aquinas says paractically the same thing.
In the Summa (II, ii, qu. xl, art. l) he lists as criteria for
a just war that it l) be waged by a prince invested with
legitimate authority (but the Constitution, which is our
source of legitimate authority, vests the power to declare
war in the Congress); 2) against an enemy who has
deserved punishment (but it is doubtful whether North
Vietnam has deserved punishment from us); and 3) with
the intention that good be promoted and evil removed
(but in the ambiguity of Vietnam is it even possible to
discern what the real purpose of our being there is?).
Forme- perhaps I am as dense as my critics say I amthere is too large an element of reasonable doubt as to
the justice of this war. I would be very proud of my
country if it would someday, through the Congress,
write into law a recognition of my right to make this
decision of conscience and to act upon it without suffering the sanctions of civil law.
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The Pilgrim

By 0. P . KRETZMAN N

"All the trumbets sounded tor him on the other side"
PILGRil\t's PROGRESS

What Goes On Her e?
A few days ago I wrote in another place: The beginning of subversion is the corruption of words .... Please
note especially the nouns in that sentence: "subversion"
and "corruption" .... "Subversion" implies a complete
overturning of things as they are, a revolution .... "Corruption" reflects an inner rotting which may not be
visible at all on the surface of life ....
"A-ha," I said in the tones of Sherlock Holmes at the
end of a breathless chase, "this is what my son and his
contemporaries have been doing to me these many
months and years" .... They have changed the meaning
of words so that they are no longer simple, primary,
and completely honest. . . . Their meanings are now
different from something I had thought to be true ....
In fact, they may come to mean exactly, or tangentially,
the opposite of what they meant for Samuel Johnson or
even John Milton .... Now words are meant to confuse
rather than to clarify ... .
A startling example of this careless misuse of words is
the shoddy way in which the word "innocence" is used
by my son's generation .... It seems to be their happy
way, a heavensentway,ofdescribing ignorance, stupidity,
a limited horizon .... Now, I know that the word "innocent"
has been properly used in this meaning, but usually in a
pastoral verse or a satiric description of Shakespeare's
Audrey in As You Like It .... This is innocence and my
son seems to know it . . . . That it is, however, not an
accurate description of the curious, shoddy optimism of
an entire generation concerning the terror and horror
of war must appear brutally evident. . . . Lieutenant
Calley cannot be explained away by the word "innocent"
.... This is a bad use of words ....
It will be noted that my approval of my son's program
for a more relevant academic world in his February
column was confined to that section of his proposals
which were, I suppose, "innocent" in his use of the term
.. .. "Induce ecstasy" .... "Have an epiphany or two"
.... "Play with the bureaucracy" . . .. "Live 40-hour
days" .... "Laugh in class" .... There is here an "innocence" almost equivalent to the 'ridiculous .... And
here, I maintain, we come close to the conclusion of the
matter ....
We differ, his generation and mine, in our choices of
the things we would call innocent. ... But their choices
betray an overtone of contempt which I would want to
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eliminate from our life and thought . . . . Briefly, we
fail to understand each other because we relate only on
the middle things .... We do not hear the same tone in
the highest things - the greatest triumphs of the human
mind and heart. ...
"An epiphany or two" - here his heroes and mine
must part company ... . Here we go different ways ....
What I consider the ultimate greatness, the calm defiance
of momentary reality which he so jauntily proclaims at
the end of his April column, is not to me "innocent"
in the sense in which his prophets of the left understand
it. ... To me it is the highest wisdom, the most profound
understanding of the ambiguities of life ....
Perhaps this is what we have been discussing all this
time under the rubric of "Education" .... Its ultimate
purpose is the creation of a saintly innocence with none
of the negative overtones which my son seems to hear
on dark and lonely nights .... This innocence is "saintly" because it implies a greater awareness of the lasting
significance of the monosyllables whose meaning must
come through loud and clear in any understanding of
education .... God, man, life, hope, faith, death ....
In these monosyllables lies the truth of our life, and
to know that truth boldly and honestly is finally education .... That this truth brings us to the paradoxes against
which my son rebels (and dismisses as evidence of our
lingering innocences) is evident .... These paradoxes
are the inevitable result of the differing logics of differing
worlds .... Domergue once said: "It is the theology of the
renunciation of the world which has brought man's
mastery of the world" . . .. It is the theology that taught
the love of God which has saved love toward all men ....
So, son, here we are .... At the end of a long discussion
we are still in the infantry of Arnold's "ignorant armies"
still clashing by night - a night which has grown darker
in the one hundred years since Arnold saw his vision on
the cliffs of Dover. ... Perhaps my basic misgiving about
your generation is the haunting feeling that you deserve
better, that you ought to see some early light in the
surrounding gloom .... I hope that it will come to you
and that it will not be late .... Because to be late in our
apocalyptic time, when innocence is not enough, is to be
too late for the real divine innocence by which we must
live ....
This divine innocence!. ... When you were very small,
I would occasionally stop at your bed for the vesper
prayer. ... Want to try it again? ....
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